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Editor’s Note 

 

This is the third Haisla language package from the archives that I’ve revised. “wísenis x̄á’islak̓ala” is one 

of the most comprehensive packages that I’ve encountered because, not only does it include a 

considerable amount of words and phrases, but Emmon Bach also took it upon himself to explain some of 

the ways that the Haisla language actually works. He talks a great deal about the mechanics of x̄á’islak̓ala; 

the meanings behind the symbols that he uses and how to take words and change them to fit the context of 

what you’re trying to say. He also includes exercises that you can try on your own. 

 

Reading through and revising the original document led to a greater understanding of x̄á’islak̓ala for me 

personally. I now have a basic grasp of how to pluralize Haisla words (reduplication, also commonly 

referred to as “RED” in dictionaries that I’ve come across) as well as the meanings behind some of the 

suffixes that are commonly used. I have not seen any information like it in any other package. 

 

I hold this document in great reverence, the only drawback to the original version is that I didn’t have an 

electronic version of it. I’ve painstakingly reproduced the original document in two formats: one short 

version with just the lessons and vocabulary that appear in the recordings, and one of the original 

document in its entirety (with a few changes). 

 

The shorter version can be used by people who want to follow along and listen to the recordings, the full 

document is for anyone that wants to learn more about how x̄á’islak̓ala works. Whichever version you 

want to use is up to you. 

 

This is the final complete package that I have revised, there is one more that I would like to work on: “An 

Advanced Course in Haisla”. My goal is to take all of these language packages and re-record them, revise 

them and release them as one package. That will take the work of our language team so I’m hoping we 

can start working on that sometime in near future. 

 

Thank you for taking an interest in the Haisla language. We are losing many of our fluent speakers so we 

need as many people as possible speaking the language to keep it alive. 

 

It has truly been an honour and a great learning experience working on these language packages. With the 

revision and digitization that I’ve done, these lessons can last forever and be passed down to future 

generations to learn from. wísenis x̄á’islak̓ala 

 

w̓ásḡemiɫ 

 

-Ab Morrison-Hayward 
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Lesson 1 

wísenis x̄á’islak̓ala (Let’s speak x̄á’islak̓ala) 

 

1.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

ya’uc̓       Hi! 

wísenis x̄á’islak̓ala     Let’s speak Haisla. 

wa       OK. 

sas w̓áila (ses w̓áila)     How are you? 

k̓un w̓aila      I’m OK. (Not bad.) 

si ’ix ḡʷailása’eqʷsa     How are you? Are you fine? 

’au ’ix ḡʷailásgenc     Oh. I’m fine. 

sen ’íku k̓ʷá’iɫ la gáda ha?     Am I able to sit here? (Yes or no?) 

’nná (’enná)      Yes. 

k̓uu       No. 

k̓un q̓ála       I don’t know. 

k̓un kúta       I don’t think so. 

ƛ̓elísdanugʷa      I forget. 

’engʷás       Who are you?  

nuxʷ Alicedi / Joeti     I’m Alice / Joe. 

’engʷáƛas      What are you called? 

m̓áasi duéntus      What’s your name? 

w̓igáiqelas      Where did you come from? 

gáiqelan x̄esduakʷax̄i     I came from the Kitlope. 

wa ’iks ḡʷáilas      Well, goodbye. (All the best!) 

k̓éci yálekʷa      Don’t get hurt! 
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1.2 Vocabulary 

 

babá’u    grandfather 

begʷánem   person, human 

duént    name 

dúqʷela    see 

’éngʷa-    who 

’engʷátl(a)   be called what? 

’nná (’enná)   yes 

gáda    this, here 

gáiqela    come from, originate at 

gáx̄’iɫ (-ƛ)   come in (command form: gáx̄iɫc) [c is pronounced “ts”] 

ḡeném    woman 

ḡʷailás    way of being, doing, process (many meanings) 

hím̓as    chief, king 

’ix (’ik-)    good, fine 

kúta    think, guess 

k̓eci    don’t! (command form) [c is pronounced like “ts”] 

k̓uu    no, not, do not 

k̓ʷáiɫ    sit down inside 

la gáda    here 

la’áiɫ (-ƛ)   go in 

m̓aas    what? 

mamá’u    grandmother 

múziɫ    matriarch, woman of high rank, lady 

núgʷa    I, to be me 

p̓ála    work 

qáɫela    walk 

q̓ála    know 

q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala   talk English, English language, white person’s language 

ƛ̓elísda    forget 

wa    OK, well (word of many uses) 

wísenis…   let's… 

w̓ac̓    dog 

w̓áila    what is it?, what is the matter with…? 

w̓igáiqela   where...come from? 

yálekʷa    be hurt, come to harm, have an accident 

ya’uc̓    Hi! 

x̄á’islak̓ala   talk Haisla, the Haisla language 

x̄enáksiala   Kemano, Kitlope people and places 

x̄esduáxʷ (-kʷ)   the Kitlope Valley 

 

Note: Items that need some kind of ending to be full words are marked with a hyphen (-). 

 

1.3 Explanations 

 

Sounds and spellings. x̄á’islak̓ala has many sounds that we don't find in English, and English has sounds that we 

don't hear in x̄á’islak̓ala. So there are two things we have to do: first, we have to learn to hear and pronounce the 

special sounds of x̄á’islak̓ala; second, we have to learn how to write them down. We will be learning and practicing 

these sounds and spellings throughout our course. In the lessons we will focus on a few points at a time. For a 

summary of the sounds and a comparison of different ways of spelling x̄á’islak̓ala, see the appendix Sounds and 
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Spellings. Some sounds in the two languages are pretty much the same AND they are spelled pretty much the same 

way: 

Letter  as in q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala:  x̄á’islak̓ala: 

b  Bob    babá’u  Grandfather 

d  Dad    daad  auntie 

m  Mom    mamá’u  Grandmother 

n  no    nai  snow 

…and so on for a lot of other sounds. 

 

But some are really different and we’ll take these a few at a time. In the mean time try to imitate as closely as you 

can your models (tapes, fluent speakers, teachers). 

 

P’s, K’s, and Q’s 

Haisla has a whole series of sounds that are made in a different way than any English sounds: they are sometimes 

called ‘hard’ sounds, linguists call them ‘glottalized’ sounds because they are made by closing the glottis (the 

opening of the vocal cords) and then pushing up with the voice box before they are released. They are spelled by 

putting a mark like an apostrophe either right after or above the letter for the corresponding non-glottalized sound. 

Watch and listen to these pairs of words: 

Plain:   Hard: 

kúta ‘think’  k̓uu ‘no’ 

pú’es ‘hungry’  púsa ‘bend’ 

qápela ‘smoke’  q̓ála ‘know’ 

 

If you know these sounds already then you just have to practice writing words that use them (and you can help 

someone who doesn’t know them). If you don't know them then you have to keep trying—we’ll practice in class 

until you've got a good start. Remember you have to mark the words with these sounds with an apostrophe over or 

right after the letters (p, k, q, and so on) that you would use for the plain ones. Go back over the conversation and 

the vocabulary concentrating on these sounds. It’s a good idea to pick some word that contains the sound you are 

concentrating on and use it as a kind of tag or “hook” for your memory. (One common word you probably know 

already is ya’uc̓! “Hi!.” It's last sound is a glottalized “ts” sound, spelled c̓.) 

 

The same mark (’) is used by itself to stand for a break or catch in your breath, something like what happens in the 

middle of an English expression like “uh-uh.” Listen to the word for herring-eggs: ’á’ent. Words that have no other 

consonant sound at the beginning always have this sound to start with (it is called the glottal stop). 

 

A little grammar. To learn a language we have to learn a lot more than individual sounds or even individual words. 

We need to learn how to put words together into sentences and we need to learn how to make words that have 

meaningful parts. x̄á’islak̓ala is especially rich in its word-making capacities, and the way you put the words 

together into sentences is very different from English. We’ll learn about making words and sentences little by little. 

Two general points about x̄á’islak̓ala: 

 Verbs come first! 

 Endings come on the end!! 

 

Verbs are words that stand for actions, qualities, and so on. If we compare English and x̄á’islak̓ala, we can see that 

words for ideas like “walk”, “think”, “be hurt”, and so on generally come first in x̄á’islak̓ala, while they come 

second, or at least after the subject in English. The subject is the one who is the actor or the one doing the walking or 

other activity or the main one we are telling about. In both x̄á’islak̓ala and q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala the subject is the first 

participant mentioned. in most simple sentences. 

qáɫelal̓ wígita    Weegit was walking. 

dúqʷel Mike di qi w̓ác̓iax̄i   Mike saw the dog. 
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In x̄á’islak̓ala words are almost always built up by adding things on the end. We call these meaningful pieces of 

word endings or suffixes. They are used for building new words: 

x̄á’islak̓ala = x̄á’isla- + -k̓al + -a 

x̄á’islak̓al’ix̄da = x̄á’islak̓al- + -ix̄d + -a ‘want to talk Haisla’ 

 

Or for helping to make sentences (single words can make sentences): 

x̄á’islak̓alanugʷa  I talk / am talking Haisla. 

x̄á’islak̓al’ix̄danugʷa I want to talk Haisla. 

 

The sentences in the Conversation section (1.1) of this lesson illustrate some important endings. Three of them are: 

-nugʷa / -n:  I (as actor or subject) 

-as / -es:   you (as subject in a question or suggestion) 

 

So to say ‘I work’ we take the word that means ‘work’ and add the suffix that means ‘I’: 

p̓ála + -nugʷa = p̓álanugʷa 

 

To tell someone to work you may say: 

p̓ál(a) + -as = p̓álas 

 

Other endings seen in this lesson are: -(i)ax̄i, -di/-ti, -i, -s, -us, -a’eqʷs. We’ll learn about these and other endings in 

following lessons. To show that something is an ending or suffix and has to be attached to a word to make sense, we 

will write it with a hyphen (or similar mark) before it, as with these examples. 

 

1.4 Cultural notes. 

Place Names. The site of present day Kitamaat Village was originally called c̓imáuc̓a — presumably meaning 

‘place of snags.’ Kitamaat is a Tsimshian word meaning ‘people of snow.’ The word x̄á’isla is the name for a site 

somewhere near the mouth of the Kitimat River. It means ‘down the river, down channel’ or the like. Clio Bay is 

called gʷaxsgelis. The bay at MK Marina is called zakʷelisela. 

 

Suggestions for studying. 

Learning a language takes a lot of time and practice. The most important thing is to keep at it and try to practice 

every day. You don’t have to restrict yourself to working at it at special times, you can practice while you are doing 

other things. Make yourself word lists. Practice with fiends and relatives. Don’t be afraid, to make mistakes, they 

will get ironed out eventually. As you learn words and other expressions, practice them while doing appropriate 

things, such as pointing at objects, imagining or acting out what you are saying. Don’t get discouraged and have fun! 
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1.5 Practicing. 

A. Pronunciation practice: practice saying these words: 

kúta     k̓uu     pú’es     p̓úsa     qápela     q̓ála     ’á’ent 

 

B. Bring a word! Get into the habit of carrying a little notebook around with you and writing down examples you 

hear or see, or ask someone about. Every class we will take time for us to share these words or other information 

about language or culture 

 

C. Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. Practice whenever you can: half an hour a day is 

much better than three hours on one day. Don’t be afraid to try out your x̄á’islak̓ala and don’t be afraid to make 

mistakes! 

 

D. Exercises: 

[Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

i. Make the suggested substitutions and translate: 

Example: 

gáiqelan x̄á’islix̄i 

(Massachusetts-ax̄i) 

gáiqelan Massachusetts-ax̄i. I come from Massachusetts. 

1. gáiqelan x̄á’islix̄i 

(geldálix̄i) 

(bélxʷelix̄i) 

(Terrace-ax̄i) 

2. k̓un q̓al gáda 

(Jeff di) 

(hím̓asax̄i) 

(begʷánemax̄i) 

(ḡenémax̄i) 

3. k̓éci yálekʷa 

(talk English) 

(walk) 

(sit down) 

(go in) 

ii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. k̓éci q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala 

2. yálekʷa w̓ác̓iax̄i 

3. w̓áila Michael ti 

4. w̓igáiqela begʷánemax̄i 

5. k̓un dúqʷela hím̓asax̄i 

6. k̓éci ƛ̓elísd gáda 

7. k̓ʷá’iɫc 

8. k̓un gáiqel x̄á’islix̄i 

9. wísenis qáɫela 

10. ’engʷái gáda 

iii. Answer the question in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. w̓igáiqelas 

2. m̓áasi duéntus 

3. ’engʷás 

4. sen ’iku gáx̄’iɫ ha 

5. si ’ix ḡʷailása’eqʷsa 

iv. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. Hi, I come from Kitamaat. 
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2. Do you want to speak Haisla? 

3. Goodbye, don’t get hurt! 

4. What are you called? 

5. Did you forget? (Do you forget?) 

6. I don’t know this. 

7. I forget your name. 

8. Do you come from Rivers Inlet? (’uík̓inix̄ʷ) 

9. I think this. 

10. Don’t walk! 
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Lesson 2 

w̓ix’ídƛas (Where are you going?) 

 

2.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

ya’uc̓     Hi! 

w̓ix’ídƛas    Where are you going? 

láw̓isƛnugʷa    I’m going across? (to town) 

sen ’íku láaɫa ha    Can I go along? 

’nná     Yes. 

w̓ilái ’áupa’us    Where is your father? 

k̓un q̓ála     I don’t know. 

w̓ilái ’ebúkʷa’us    Where is your mother? 

li k̓ʷá’iɫ’ina    She’s sitting inside now. 

w̓ilái babá’ua’us    Where is your grandfather? 

’tepánumaki    He’s gone fishing (trolling). 

wa wísenis lá’exc̓i   OK, let’s go. 

’máasi gáda    What is this? 

k̓ʷáxdemakelasu gada   This is called “k̓ʷáxdema” (chair). 

m̓áisgas     What did you say? (Pardon?) 

k̓ʷáxdema    Chair. 

’au k̓ʷáxdema sen q̓apá ha   Oh, chair. Am I right? 

q̓apásu     Right! You got it! (You are right) 

m̓ai     What? (What did you say?) 

q̓apásu m̓áasi gáda   You are right. What’s this? 

k̓un q̓ala     I don’t know. 

k̓ácan̓u gáda    This is a pencil. 

 

Note: The word w̓ix’ídƛas contains a suffix -ƛ, for future meaning. See the section Explanations for the example 

sentences with li… 
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2.2 Vocabulary 

 

’aup    father 

’áupa’us   your father * 

cíx̄ʷa   crabapple, sour 

c̓ik̓ʷ   bird 

λáw̓es   tree or standing up outside 

’ebúxʷ (-kʷ)  mother 

’ebúkʷa’us  your mother 

hec̓íkʷ (-xʷ)  wolf (Kitlope) 

kála   carry (in a bowl) 

- kélasu   be called 

     (“X”- kélasu    be called “X.”) 

k̓ácan̓u   pencil, charcoal stick 

k̓ʷáxdema  chair 

láaɫa   accompany, go along with 

lá’exc̓i   leave, go away 

láw̓is   go across (bay, to town) 

m̓ai   what (did you say) 

m̓aísgas   what did you say? Pardon? 

q̓apá   right, correct, hit the mark 

t̓epá   to troll, to fish with a line and hook 

t̓epánuma  to go trolling, fishing with a line and hook 

ƛáka   paddle (verb) 

ƛ̓ásiagʷemix (-k)  wolf (Kitamaat) 

w̓ix’íd   go...where? 

w̓ílaa   where 

záxʷen   oolichan 

 

* There are several different ways of saying ‘your,’ ‘mine’ and so on that we will learn about later. 
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2.3 Explanations 

 

Sounds and spellings. Besides the glottalized sounds that are indicated in spelling with apostrophes (p̓, t̓, and so 

on), x̄á’islak̓ala and English both have two complete series of consonant sounds that differ by being voiced or 

voiceless. Here are some examples of pairs of words that differ in having voiced and voiceless sounds at the 

beginning: 

Voiced:       Voiceless: 

q̓ʷemskiwak̓ala:       

bill       pill 

goat       coat 

x̄á’islak̓ala: 

báƛa ‘measure in fathoms’     paƛ̓áa ‘flatten’ 

gála ‘ancient, early’     kála ‘carry (in a bowl)’ 

λáw’es ‘tree’      ƛáka ‘paddle’ (verb) 

 

In both languages, the voiceless sounds ate usually pronounced with a little puff of air, they are called aspirated 

sounds. Remember now that x̄á’islak̓ala also has the hard (glottalized) consonants that we learned about in Lesson 1. 

This means that for all the positions for making sounds like the ones we’ve focused on so far, that is, the stops like 

“p” and “b” and “d” and “ƛ” we have to distinguish three different sounds: 

Voiced:  Voiceless: Hard (glottalized): 

b  p  p̓ 

d  t  t̓ 

z  c  c̓ 

λ  ƛ  ƛ̓ 

l  ɫ   

 

The last three rows introduce some more special things about x̄á’islak̓ala sounds that we have to pay attention to. 

The sounds of the third row are sounds that are very important in the language: the voiced one sounds somewhat like 

“dz” or (for some speakers) the sound represented by “j” in English words like judge, the voiceless one sounds like 

“ts” or “ch” (for some speakers) while the hard one is like that, only glottalized. Here are some words to learn or 

remember as tags: 

záxʷen ‘oolichan’ 

cíxʷa ‘crabapple’ 

c̓ik̓ʷ ‘bird’ 

 

The next row in the chart above gives some more sounds that don’t exist as such in q̓ʷemskiwak̓ala. The first two are 

sounds that sound like “λ” and “ƛ” (both voiceless and hard or glottalized). Here are some words for tagging these 

sounds: 

λáw̓es ‘tree’ or ‘standing up outside’ 

ƛáka ‘to paddle (a canoe etc.)’ 

ƛ̓áqʷa ‘copper’ 

 

Finally, in the last row we see alongside the voiced sound spelled with “l” a voiceless counterpart which doesn't 

occur in English, represented with “ɫ.” You have to put your mouth and tongue in position to make an “l” sound but 

then let your breath out without any voicing. Here are some examples: 

ɫánsλac ‘tomorrow’ 

k̓áɫa ‘sleep̓ 

 

Spelling: we want to concentrate on getting the sounds right in these early lessons. Later on we’ll take up the 

question of different ways of writing x̄á’islak̓ala. 
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Different ways of talking. 

The population of present-day Kitamaat has grown from several different sources. There are language differences 

that go with these different sources, mainly, the Kitlope/Kemano branch and the Kitamaat branch. We will notice 

the differences between the two slightly different ways of talking that go with these two branches. When we want to 

point out the difference we will label one way as “Kitlope” and the other as “Kitamaat.” These two ways are 

sometimes called x̄enáksialak̓ala and x̄á’islak̓ala. We will continue to use Haisla (or x̄á’islak̓ala) to mean the overall 

language (somewhat like “English” is used of British English as well as Canadian, American, and so on). The 

differences come out sometimes in choice of words (like the words for ‘wolf’ in today’s vocabulary), sometime in 

areas of pronunciation, or even in points of grammar. 

 

Another word that is used in Haisla to mean “speak Haisla” or “speak your native language” is ’uíkela. Keep this 

word separate in your mind from the word ’uík̓ala “(speak Oowekyala – the language of ’uík̓inixʷ (Rivers Inlet)”. 

 

Grammar: More Endings. 

More subject endings. You’ve probably noticed that most of the time the subject of a sentence, the one who is 

doing the coming or going or seeing or singing, is indicated not by a separate word but by an ending on the verb. In 

Lesson 1, we began to learn these endings for subjects. We’ve had ones for “I” in statements and “you” in questions 

or suggestions. Here are some more endings: 

 -su (you as subject (in statements)) 

 -i (he or she or it) 

Here are two verbs with the endings that we’ve had so far: 

p̓ála    work 

p̓álanugʷa    I 

p̓álasu    you 

p̓álex    he, she, it (qix) 

p̓álu    he, she, it (qu) 

p̓áli    he, she, it (qi) 

p̓álaki    henáki (qiki) 

p̓álanis / p̓íp̓alanis  we (incl) 

p̓álanuxʷ / p̓íp̓alanuxʷ  we (excl) 

p̓íp̓alasu    you (pl) 

p̓álas    work! do you work? 

p̓íp̓alas    work! do you work? (pl) 

 

 hená    sing 

henánugʷa   I sing 

henásu    you sing 

p̓álex    henáx (qix) 

p̓álu    henaú (qu) 

p̓áli    henaí (qi) 

p̓álaki    henáki (qiki) 

henaí    he or she sings 

henás    sing! 

 

(The word henáí has the letter combination “ai” in it. It is pronounced somewhat like the vowel sound in the English 

word “air.”) We’ll see many times that when we put together a suffix that is or starts with “i” and a word that ends 

with “a” the result is “ai” with this sound. Another example is w̓ilái “where is she or he or it?” which is made from 

w̓ila- plus a question suffix –i. 

 

In sentences with subjects other than “you” or “I” (or “we”), the subject is either a separate phrase or name or 

someone we have in mind and refer to (in English) with a pronoun like he or she or it. In x̄á’islak̓ala, pronoun 
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meanings like those are expressed by endings on the verb. If the subject is a whole phrase or separate word or name, 

there is no ending on the verb: 

w̓ilái Jeffrey ti? ‘Where is Jeffrey?’ 

w̓ilái? ‘Where is he?’ 

q̓al Alice di gáda. ‘Alice knows this.’ 

q̓áli gáda. ‘She knows this.’ 

 

In its pronouns, x̄á’islak̓ala does not distinguish sexes or genders. 

 

There are other ways of expressing ‘he’ or ‘she’ or ‘it’ in x̄á’islak̓ala. One of them is seen in the Conversational 

examples: -ki in t̓epánumaki. We’ll learn about more of them in the next lesson. 

 

Different verb forms. The example sentences show two patterns for verbs that we’ll also take up in more detail 

later. One of them is the use of a suffix -ƛ to indicate the future, things that are going to be, or actions that will 

happen in the future: 

w̓ix’ídƛas   Where are you going? (Where will you move or go to?) 

láw̓isƛnugʷa   I'm going across. (I will go across.) 

t̓epáƛi    he or she will fish, is going to fish 

 

The other is a combination of a helping word li (in the “-i” form) together with a verb with a suffix  -’ina. It has a 

number of uses we'll gradually learn about. People often use this form to translate the English forms like “be ...ing.” 

li k̓ʷá’iɫ’ina  She’s sitting inside. (or He...) 

li ƛáka’ina  She’s paddling now. (or He...) 

 

Noun endings. x̄á’islak̓ala has endings that go onto other kinds of words besides verbs. In our examples so far 

we’ve seen two kinds: endings like -(a’)us in ’ebúkʷa’us that show possession or relatedness (meaning “my, your, 

her, his” and so on); and endings like -(i)ax̄i in words like w̓ác̓iax̄i (‘the dog’) that are somewhat similar to little 

words in English like the, a, that. We’ll focus on these two kinds of endings later. For now just notice them. For the 

second one (-(i)ax̄i) we’ll just translate it as “the” and notice that the word it is tacked onto often has a qi in front of 

it: 

 

(qi) begʷánemax̄i  the man / person 

(qi) c̓ik̓ʷiax̄i  the bird 
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2.4 Practicing. 

A. Pronunciation practice: 

báƛa, paƛ̓áa, p̓ála 

gála, kála, k̓áɫa (sleep) 

λáw̓es, ƛáka, ƛ̓áqʷa 

záxʷen, cíx̄ʷa, c̓ik̓ʷ 

ɫánsλac 

 

B. Bring a word! 

 

C. Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. 

 

D. Exercises: 

i. Using the models for verbs and endings given in the lesson (in the Explanations section Grammar: More Endings) 

write out the forms for these the verbs, with their meanings. Practice saying them out loud and test yourself on 

knowing them with flashcards or a helper: 

1. (like p̓ala): ƛáka 

2. (like hen): t̓épa 

ii. Make substitutions for the underlined portions and translate: 

1. w̓ilái babá’ua’us 

(’áupa’us) 

(qi c̓ik̓ʷiax̄i) 

(your mother) 

(the bird) 

2. k̓eci lá’exc̓i 

(ƛáka) 

(p̓ála) 

(come in) 

(get hurt) 

3. k̓un ƛ̓elísda 

(q̓ála) 

(kúta) 

(t̓epánumaƛa) 

(talk English) 

(go across) 

(sit inside) 

iii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. w̓ix’ídƛili 

2. wisenis x̄á’islak̓ala 

3. sen ’íku lá’aiɫ ha 

4. k̓éci p̓ála 

5. q̓al qi hám̓asax̄i qi ḡenémax̄i 

6. gáx̄iɫc 

7. gáiqelan Terraceax̄i 

8. henás gáda 

9. q̓al qi múziɫax̄i qi begʷánemax̄i 

10. w̓ílanugʷa 

iv. Answer the question in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. w̓igáiqelas 

2. w̓ilái ’ebúkʷa’us 

3. sas w̓áila 

4. si ’ix ḡʷailásus ha 
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5. m̓áasi duéntus 

6. w̓áili qi ḡenémax̄i 

7. q̓álas qi begʷánemax̄i ha 

8. w̓ix’ídƛinugʷa 

9. sen ’íku láaw̓is ha 

v. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. Where are you? 

2. How is your father? 

3. He is paddling. 

4. Don’t go along [with somebody]. * 

5. The woman is right. 

6. I stand up outside. 

7. You know the mother. 

8. Let’s go in. 

9. The wolf sees the bird. [two ways] 

10. The lady leaves. 

 

* Words in brackets are to help explain and should not be translated. 
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Lesson 3 

m̓áasi ḡúda (What is that? Close to you) 

 

3.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

(A) m̓áasi gáda     What is this? (Close to me) 

(B) guxʷ ḡúda     That is a house. (Close to you) 

(B) gukʷú     It’s a house. 

(B) m̓áasi ḡúda     What is that? (Close to you) 

(A) λáw̓es gáda     This (close to me) is a tree? 

(A) λáw̓esix     It is a tree. 

(A) m̓áasi ḡída     What is that? (far away) 

(B) gélw̓a ḡída     That’s a canoe (far away). 

(B) gélw̓i     It’s a canoe. 

(A) m̓ásili     Whose is it? 

(B) gúxʷdemagax̄ga gencí    This village owns it. 

(B) ḡas wísenis dúqʷa’i    Come, let’s look at it. 

(A) ’engʷái qi x̄esiláin̓ix̄wax̄i   Who is the masterbuilder? 

(B) ’esú Samson gélʷagilaxʷ   It was made by Samson. 

(B) gu’áƛasuis qi w̓aukʷs gúkʷelutsi  Other people of his village helped him. 

(A) w̓ilái m̓áyaɫayus ’isλám   Where is your friend today? 

(B) lakí Terraceila’ina    She’s gone to Terrace now. 

(A) w̓igáiqeli     Where does she come from? 

(B) gáiqeli Rupertax̄i    She’s from Rupert. 

(A) síli gʷítelax̄sem ha    Is she Tsimshian? 

(B) k̓uu q̓ʷémksiwax̄semi Bostonax̄semi  No, she’s white, she’s American. 
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3.2 Vocabulary 

 

Bostonax̄sem   American woman 

dúqʷa    look 

ga    this (near me) 

gáden̓a    this (near me = gada) (x̄enáksialak̓ala word) 

gélw̓a    canoe 

gélw̓agila   make a canoe 

genc    own 

gu’áƛa    help 

gúkʷelut    fellow villager, co-resident 

guxʷ (gukʷ: root word)  house, to be a house 

gúxʷdema   village 

gʷítela    (Coast) Tsimshian 

gʷítelax̄sem   (Coast) Tsimshian woman 

ḡas    come! 

ḡaax̄ (ḡaaq: root word)  raven 

ḡída    that, this (remote) 

ḡíden̓a    that, this (remote = ḡída) (x̄enáksialak̓ala word) 

ḡúda    that (near you) 

ḡúden̓a    that (near you) (x̄enáksialak̓ala word) 

’isλám    today, now, nowadays, present (time) 

la (l)    at, in, to,... (many uses) 

m̓as-    whose? 

m̓áyaɫa    friend 

qi    that..., the... 

qíki    that (was here, just gone) 

qix (qik)    this (near me) 

qu    that (near you) 

q̓ʷémksiwax̄sem   white woman 

w̓auxʷ (-kʷ)   other, some 

x̄esilaínix̄ʷ   canoe-builder 

 

(See Explanations for the use of [ ] in suffixes, such as -[g]ila). 
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3.3 Explanations. 

 

Sounds and spellings. 

g’s and ḡ’s, k̓s and q’s, x’s and x̄’s and more! Among the important distinctions that are made in x̄á’islak̓ala but 

not in q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala are a number in the area of sounds like “k” and “g.” This is one place where we run out of 

letters in the European alphabet, so we have to make use of special letters or make special use of letters. There is a 

whole set of sounds that are made farther forward in the mouth, and a set that are made farther toward the back. 

Here are examples, in each row the first consonant in the word differs from the first consonant of the second word 

mainly in the place in the mouth where the sound is made: 

Front:    Back: 

kúta ‘think’   qút̓a ‘full, stuffed’ 

k̓ibát ‘elderberry̓   q̓ísina ‘greyberry̓ 

guxʷ ‘house’   ḡúda ‘that, over there’ 

 

Among these front and back sounds are the sounds indicated by “x” and “x̄”: 

xúkʷem ‘Indian rice’  x̄aax̄ ‘bone’ 

 

These sounds have an influence on the surrounding vowels. The front sound, especially before an “a” or “u,” sound 

like they are followed by a little “y” sound, so the beginning of xúkʷem sounds a little bit like the beginning of the 

English name “Hugh,” spoken in an exaggerated way, and the word for “thinking” kúta sounds a little bit like a 

speaker of British English saying “cuter.” With the back sounds (q, ḡ, x̄ and so on) following “i” and “u” vowels get 

“bent” and sound like English o’s or ow’s or ay’s. 

 

Here and there, this and that 

There are more ways to indicate where things are located in x̄á’islak̓ala than in q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala. We can see this in 

words for “here” and “there” and “this” and “that” as well as on endings on verbs and other words. The vocabularies 

so far have given these words: 

ga, gáda, gáden̓a  this, near me 

ḡu, ḡúda, ḡúden̓a  that, this near you 

ḡi, ḡída, ḡíden̓a  that, this (away from here) 

 

Some speakers use these also to mean “here” and “there” (with the same distinctions of meaning), others use them, 

especially the last two in each set together with la (usually pronounced just “el” (l)) before the words to mean “here” 

and “there”: 

sen ’íku k̓wá’iɫ la gáda ha Am I able to sit here? 

 

There are other words that show these distinctions: more words that mean ‘this’ and ‘that’ as well as ‘this one’ and 

‘that one’ are: 

qix   this (one) (near me) 

qu   that (one) (near you) 

qi   that (one) 

qíki   that (one) (was here, now gone) 

 

These words are also used before nouns (words for things and people etc.): 

ga λáw̓esgax̄ga  this tree here 

qi gúkʷax̄i  that house over there 

qu begʷánemax̄u  this person 

qiki ḡenémtix̄ga   the woman that was just here 

 

As you might expect, there are subject endings that go on verbs and helping words like k̓uu that correspond to these 

distinctions. So for the two model words p̓ála and hená, we can fill out the patterns for third person forms 
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(‘he/she/it/they’) like this:           

  Compare: 

p̓álex   henáx   (qix) 

p̓álu   henaú   (qu) 

p̓áli   henaí   (qi) 

p̓álaki   henáki   (qiki) 

 

(There is some variation among speakers for some of these forms.) 

 

Kinds of words 

You may have noticed that some words we have had correspond to verbs in some of the English renditions of the 

sentences in our examples and to nouns in others. In x̄á’islak̓ala most words can be used either way, so guxʷ means 

either ‘house’ or ‘be a house’ (really both). This means that when we talk about nouns and verbs in our examples in 

x̄á’islak̓ala we are really talking about how the words are being used in a given sentence rather than about the words 

themselves: 

gukʷú   It is a house. 

dúqʷelan qi gúkʷax̄i I see the house. 

 

Building words and canoes 

The vocabulary and conversational material in this lesson introduces a tiny sample of the extraordinary resources of 

x̄á’islak̓ala for building words. There are some special notations and effects of suffixes that we need to learn about. 

These will be gradually introduced. Look at these words from the conversation: 

gélʷagilaxʷ (…kʷ)  ‘be canoe-built’ 

Terraceila   ‘go to Terrace’ 

 

These words both use a suffix that means, among other things, ‘go to X’ or ‘make X’ where X is whatever the suffix 

is attached to. Many suffixes in the language occur in two (or rarely more) forms. Here the suffix is either -gila or    

-ila. Which you choose depends on the last sound of the stem to which you add it: usually (as here) you have to 

choose the form WITH the consonant (here g if the stem ends on a vowel or vowel-like sound (this usually includes 

em en el)), the form WITHOUT the consonant (so: -ila) if the stem ends on a real consonant. We’ll call the form to 

which we add an ending a stem, it may or may not be a full-fledged word. 
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3.4 Practicing. 

A. Pronunciation practice: 

guxʷ    ḡúda 

kúta    qút̓a 

k̓uu    q̓úta 

xúsa    x̄úsa 

gáx̄ala    ḡáx̄ela 

kála    qáɫela 

k̓áɫa    q̓áɫa 

xáɫa    x̄ása 

gízuá    ḡísdem 

kixʷí    qíki 

k̓íx̄ʷa    q̓íx̄’a 

xíqela    x̄íxa 

 

B. Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. Practice whenever you can: half an hour a day is 

much better than three hours on one day. Don’t be afraid to try out your x̄á’islak̓ala and don̓t be afraid to make 

mistakes! 

 

C. Exercises: 

[Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

i. Write out all the third person forms for these verbs, practice saying them out loud and test yourself on knowing 

them with flashcards or a helper: 

1. (like p̓ála): ƛáka 

2. (like hená): t̓epá 

ii. Make substitutions for the underlined portions and translate: 

1. Terraceilaƛnugʷa 

(x̄esduákʷ) 

(ɫemdú) [Klemtu] 

(’ewík̓inix̄ʷ) 

(c̓ám̓is) [Vancouver] 

2. gélw̓agilaƛi. 

(I) 

(she [near you]) 

(he [near me]) 

(you) 

(she [just gone]) 

iii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. sen q̓apá ha 

2. ’nná kútanugʷa 

3. sílu q̓al qi múziɫax̄i ha 

4. wísenis láw̓is 

5. ses ’íku dúqʷel ga k̓ʷáxdemagax̄ga ha 

6. síli ’íku láaɫa ha 

7. k̓uu li t̓epáƛina 

8. λáw̓esi [two meanings] 

9. ’engʷái genc qix gélw̓agax̄ga 

10. ’engʷái q̓áli’i 

iv. Pick an appropriate answer from the list below for each question and translate: 

1. w̓igáiqeli ’áupa’us 

2. w̓ix’ídƛi m̓áyaɫayus 
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3. m̓áasi ḡída 

4. w̓ilái qi gʷítelax̄semax̄i 

5. ses dúqʷel ḡíden̓a ha 

6. ’engʷaƛi mama’ua’us 

7. ’engwái qu begʷánemax̄u 

Answers: 

a. k̓un ’íku dúqʷela’i 

b. Bostonax̄semi gáiqeli Californiax̄i 

c. gáiqeli ɫemduax̄i 

d. li ’ewík̓enix̄wilaƛina 

e: Laurakelásui 

f. k̓ácan̓ukelasu ḡída 

g. lai c̓imáuc̓ix̄i 

v. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. What is that (over there)? 

2. It’s a chair. [two ways] 

3. I am going to build a house. 

4. The masterbuilder is Jeffrey. 

5. This is the chief. 

6. Can you see that tree over there? 

7. I don’t know this woman here. 

8. Don’t look! 

9. He’s just gone to Terrace. 

10. This is called “gélw̓a”. 
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Lesson 4 

x̄á’islak̓al̓ix̄danis (We [including you] want to speak x̄á’isla) 

 

4.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

w̓ix’ídƛas     Where are you going? 

lámaw̓isƛnuxʷ     We (excluding you) are going across. 

senúxʷ ’íku lámaɫa ha    Can we (excluding you) go along? 

’nná      Yes. 

m̓áasi p̓íp̓ali’eqʷs ’isλám    What are you all working at today? 

p̓álaƛnuxʷ la ḡi     We (excluding you) are going to work over there. 

’au la qi w̓i     Oh, where? 

lánuxʷ p̓álaƛina la ƛ̓i’elásax̄i   We (excluding you) are working at the store now. 

ses dúdeqʷel qi bíbegʷanemax̄iya   Do you (all) see those people? 

’nná ’í’engʷili     Yes, who are they? 

gúkʷeluti     They’re from the village. 

wa lánuxʷ lámin̓axʷλin    Ok then. We (excluding you) are going home. 

ses gámex̄eɫix̄daa     Do you all want to come along? 

lánis lámiy̓axc̓iƛin    Let’s leave! 

lánis lámuɫduaƛin la qix    We’ll get off here. 

wa ’iks ḡʷáilas     OK. Goodbye 
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4.2 Vocabulary 

 

The vocabulary in this lesson includes plurals for many of the words in the first three lessons. From now on 

vocabularies will list plurals of words. 

 

bíbegʷanem  people, humans 

dúdeqʷela  see (pl) [=plural] 

gáx̄aɫa   come along 

gámex̄aɫa  come along (pl) 

gáx̄emiƛ   come in, enter (pl) 

gígu’aƛa   help (pl) 

gúeɫexʷ (-kʷ)  houses (pl) 

ḡeḡeném  women 

hi’ená    sing (pl) 

him̓ás   chiefs 

’í’aup   fathers 

’íbúxʷ (-kʷ)  mothers 

’í’engʷi   who (pl) 

’íɫek   good (pl of -’ix/’ik-) 

kíkuta (also kúketa) think, guess (pl) 

k̓ʷik̓ʷá’iɫ   sit indoors (pl) 

laín̓axʷ (-kʷ)  go home 

lámin̓axʷ (-kʷ)   go home (pl) 

láma’aíƛ   enter, go in (pl) 

lámaɫa   accompany, go along with (pl) 

lámiy̓axc̓i  go away, leave (pl) [??] 

lámaw̓is   go across (pl) 

la’úɫdua   get out or off (boat, bus, car) 

lámuɫdua  get out or off (boat, bus, car) (pl) 

músmeziɫ  women of high rank 

p̓íp̓ala   work (pl) 

q̓aq̓apá   right, correct, hit the mark (pl) 

q̓iq̓ála   know (pl) 

ƛiƛáka   paddle, travel by water (pl) 

t̓ít̓epa   fish with hook and line, troll (pl) 

ƛ̓iá, ƛ̓iƛ̓iá (pl)  buy 

ƛ̓i’elás   store 
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4.3 Explanations 

 

Sounds and spellings. 

Vowel sounds. 

By now you should be getting used to the way vowels work in x̄á’islak̓ala. Here’s a summary. Please be aware that 

the q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala approximations are very much that, approximations only! 

Vowel:  as in:  somewhat like: 

i  gig  machine 

u  guxʷ  Luke 

a  ḡas  got (sorta, little farther forward) 

aa  ḡaax̄  father 

ai  henaí  hair (no “r”!) 

au  ’aup  law, hawk 

e  ḡeném  fun, sofa 

 

Variation: these are the basic vowel sounds of x̄á’islak̓ala. But they can vary quite a lot depending on the sounds 

they stand next to in a given word. 

 

Notice especially: 

 After a back consonant (x̄, q, ḡ) or h or a glottal stop (’) and for many speakers any glottalized consonant 

(p̓, t̓ etc.), i and u are “bent” to sound almost like “ay” (long a) and “oh” or even “au”: 

qi   Kay 

’ix   ache 

’úm̓as  “oh, moss” 

qu   Coe 

 

 The sound of e combines with m n l to make a syllabic sound like mm nn ll: 

sems  Simms 

λens  buttons 

ɫel   lull 

 

 Before back sounds in the same syllable, i sometimes acquires a little bit of an “uh” or “a” offglide (like a 

hyper-British “deah”): 

q̓íx̄’a  “Kay-uh-ha” 

 

 The sound of e, including in its combination with m n l varies from an i sound like the sound of English fit, 

dim to the u of English put, depending on the surrounding sounds: 

ketá   kitten 

kʷémta  room (with short “oo”) 

sems  Simms 

 

Most of these variations result naturally from the way your mouth and tongue are getting ready for or coming away 

from a neighboring sound, so that getting those neighboring sounds right will have the right effect on the vowel 

almost automatically. 

 

Plurals and reduplications. 

Many words in x̄á’islak̓ala have a second form or shape that may be used when you want to express that more than 

one thing or action is involved in what you are describing. The vocabulary of this lesson consists mostly of such 

plural forms for many of the words from the first three lessons, plus a few new words. Most of these plural forms are 

made according to one of a few patterns in which part of the basic word or root is repeated, sometimes with a change 

of vowel or some other difference. Such a form is called a reduplication. Some common patterns are: 

 Repetition of first consonant + e: ḡeḡeném 
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 Repetition of first consonant + i: p̓íp̓ala 

 Repetition of first consonant + first vowel: ƛ̓iƛ̓iá 

 Repetition of first consonant + first vowel, followed by root with vowel replaced by e: dúdeqʷela 

 

Since these plural forms cannot always be predicted from the basic word, you need to learn them for each word (and 

maybe keep a few good guesses in your pocket for when you’re not sure). A large number of words use a second 

method — inserting m or -am into the word: lámaw̓isa. Most words formed from the popular roots laa- and gax̄- or 

other roots for going or coming together with a suffix for manner, direction, etc. use this second method. 

 

x̄á’islak̓ala is not quite so rigid about the use of plurals as q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala. Often you don̓t have to use the plural if 

there is some other indication from context; and some words just don̓t have a separate plural form. Keep your ears 

peeled and listen for this feature of the language! 

 

More subject endings! 

The example sentences show two new endings for subjects. They both translate into ‘we’ (‘our, us’) in English, but 

they mean different things. One form -nis inciudes the person or people you are talking to, the other - nuxʷ excludes 

the person you are addressing. The two are accordingly called inclusive and exclusive first person plural forms (incl 

and excl for short). These endings may or may not be used with the plural forms we’ve just discussed. To clearly 

indicate a plural ‘you’ x̄á’islak̓ala uses the reduplicated plural form. So we can fill out the patterns for our model 

verbs like this: 

p̓ála  work 

p̓álanugʷa I 

p̓álasu  you 

p̓álax  she, he, it works (qix) 

p̓álu  she, he, it works (qu) 

p̓áli  she, he, it works (qi) 

p̓álaki  she, he, it works (qiki) 

p̓álanis  p̓ípalanis  we (incl) work 

p̓álanuxʷ p̓ípalanuxʷ   we (excl) work 

p̓íp̓alasu  you (pl) work 

p̓íp̓alax  they work  (qix) 

p̓íp̓alu  they work  (qu) 

p̓íp̓ali  they work  (qi) 

p̓íp̓alaki  they work  (qiki) 

p̓álas  work! do you work? 

p̓íp̓alas  work! do you work? (pl) 

hená  sing 

hená nugʷa I sing 

henásu  you sing 

henáx  she, he, it sings  (qix) 

henaú  she, he, it sings  (qu) 

henaí  she, he, it sings  (qi) 

henáki  she, he, it sings  (qiki) 

henánis  hi’enánis  we (incl) sing 

henánuxʷ hi’enánuxʷ  we (excl) sing 

hi’enáx  they sing  (qix) 

hi’enaú  they sing  (qu) 

hi’enaí  they sing  (qi) 

hi’enáki  they sing  (qiki) 

henás  sing! do you sing? (singl) 

hi’enás  do you sing? (pl) 
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That’s almost all the subject endings we have to learn! 

 

4.4 Practicing. 

 

A. Pronunciation practice. 

bibí’u  t̓íxʷa  q̓ínem 

’úx̄ʷa  kúta  qút̓a 

k̓ʷaas  ḡas  ḡʷaḡʷist̓ás 

bekʷaí  qepaí  ḡʷail 

’aup  q̓apaú  lau 

ḡeḡeném ’emdém  m̓énc̓ex̄ 

 

B. Bring a word! 

Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. Make flash cards or practice with a friend on the plurals 

of the words we've had. Go from plural to non-plural, and from non-plural to plural. When you say words try to 

visualize the thing or action or “act it out” with your hands (for example, “walking” your fingers, making shapes for 

going into and out of). Remember: practice whenever you can: half an hour a day is much better than three hours on 

one day. Don’t be afraid to try out your x̄á’islak̓ala and don̓t be afraid to make mistakes! 

 

C. Written exercises: 

i. Write out all the forms with different subject endings on the models of p̓ála and hená for ƛáka and t̓epá. 

ii. Change the subject (for the underlined portions), use plural forms of the verb wherever it makes sense, and 

translate: 

 

Example: gáiqelan c̓imáuc̓ix̄i. (we inclusive): gigaiqelanis c̓imáuc̓ix̄i. (We come from Kitamaat Village.) 

1. láw̓isƛnugʷa 

(we exclusive) 

(you (sg)) 

(they (near you)) 

(he (far away)) 

2. q̓ali qi begʷánemax̄i 

(you (pl)) 

(she (just gone)) 

(we (inclusive)) 

(you (sg)) 

(they (near you)) 

3. lámin̓akʷenis 

(I) 

(they (near me)) 

(we exclusive) 

(you (sg)) 

iii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. Terraceilaƛnis 

2. ƛ̓i’aƛnuxʷ qix gukʷgax̄ 

3. ses t̓it̓epanumaƛ ha 

4. senis ’iku gax̄emiƛ ha 

5. gigaiqeli yamacisix̄i 

6. him̓ás músmeziɫ ses dúdewela gada ha 

7. wisenis hi’ená 

8. ’i’engʷai lamaɫa 

9. lanis gelw̓agila’ina 
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10. gigu’aƛaƛnuxʷ qu hím̓asax̄u 

iv. Match the x̄á’islak̓ala sentences with the q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala ones: 

1. Is that your friend? 

2. They will go to Bella Bella. 

3. Don’t look at this! 

4. Whose is it? 

5. Are we right? 

6. Some people are building a house. 

7. She’s Haisla. 

8. What is this? 

9. Let’s go in. 

10. We (inclusive) want to speak Haisla. 

 

a. m̓aasi gada 

b. x̄a’islak̓alix̄danis 

c. si m̓ayaɫayus ḡuden̓aa 

d. x̄a’islax̄semi 

e. hiɫzaqʷilaƛi 

f. wisenis lama’aiƛ 

g. k̓eci duqʷ qix 

h. gukʷila’in w̓auxʷs bibegwanemx̄i 

i. sinuxʷ q̓apa ha 

j. m̓asili 

 

v. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. The people (near you) come in. 

2. Can we (excl) see the women? 

3. They (far away) sit indoors. 

4. She’s just gone inside. 

5. Do you all know that Tsimshian woman? 

6. He (near me) is a masterbuilder. 

7. Where are the fathers? 

8. They are good. 

9. Are you all leaving? 

10. No, we are sitting inside. 
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Lesson 5 

k̓éci ziqá (Don’t stop talking!) 

 

5.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

ya’uc̓ sas w̓ailáa     Hi! How are you? 

k̓un q̓ála w̓ailás     I don’t know. What’s the matter? 

’úx̄ʷan k̓es q̓ála     I don’t know either. 

silu k̓ʷísaa     Is it snowing? 

k̓uu k̓úsu k̓ʷísa     No, it’s not snowing. 

sas dúqʷel qi kʷen̓áqax̄iya    Do you see the mink? 

k̓uu, k̓un dúqʷela’i    No, I don’t see it. 

si dúqʷel x̄ʷeɫápdius’iya    Did your uncle see it? 

k̓úsgi dúqʷela’i ’úx̄ʷa    He didn’t see it either. 

bek̓ʷálas k̓éci ziqá    Talk, don’t stop talking! 

ziqás k̓éci hiláqʷa     Be quiet! Don’t say it! 

k̓us bek̓ʷál qix wísemgax̄    This man isn’t talking. 

k̓úsix hiláqʷa     He (near me) isn’t talking. 

w̓áilas las kʷíxq̓aa    What’s the matter? Are you angry? 

’nná ’úm̓asens kʷíxq̓a    Yes, I’m really angry! 

w̓iláqʷas lá’exc̓iƛ     When are you going to leave? 

ɫansλác lan lá’exc̓iƛ    I will leave tomorrow.    

síli ’íkaa      Is that OK? 

w̓iláqʷas xʷiɫaƛ     When will you return? 

k̓úw̓esemen q̓ála     I don’t know yet. 

lánis ḡʷáɫausƛina     Let’s quit for now! 

wa      OK! 
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5.2 Vocabulary 

 

bek̓ʷála    speak, talk, discuss 

gʷiá, gʷigʷiá   wake someone up 

gʷasaú    pig (from Chinook Jargon) 

ḡʷális    ready, finished on the beach 

ḡʷaɫ    finished, completed 

ḡʷeyém / gʷey̓ém   whale, humongous 

hiláqʷa    speak, say something 

k̓es-    not, -n’t (prefix, root word) 

kʷen̓áx̄ (-q)   mink 

kʷíxq̓a, kʷíkʷexq̓a   angry 

k̓ʷísa    to snow 

ɫánsλac    tomorrow 

’úm̓as    big; really, very 

’úx̄ʷa    also, too, either (with negative) 

wísem, wí’esem   man, male 

w̓iláqʷ-    when? (prefix, root word) 
x̄esilá    make a canoe 

x̄ʷeɫáp, x̄ʷix̄ʷeɫáp   uncle (mother’s brother) 

zíqa, zízeqa   stop talking, be silent 

 

5.3 Explanations 

Sounds and spellings. 

The sounds that we have been spelling by combinations of “g k k̓ x” and “q q̓ ḡ x̄” together with “w” really count as 

single sounds in x̄á’islak̓ala. Here is a summary table of these sounds, with some examples: 

kʷ  kʷíkʷenax̄ ‘frog’   qʷ qʷáqʷes ‘hole in the ground’ 

gʷ  gʷia ‘wake someone up’  ḡʷ  ḡʷey̓ém ‘whale’ 

k̓ʷ  k̓ʷaas ‘mussel’   q̓ʷ q̓ʷása ‘cry̓ 

xʷ  xʷísa ‘to whip’   x̄ʷ x̄ʷísala ‘further to that side’ 

 

Here are some more words for practicing these sounds at the beginnings of words: 

gʷásaliɫ     further to this side inside 

gʷásanuis    near side of something on beach 

ḡʷiw̓áta     handle something a certain way, use 

ḡʷíx̄em     bread 

kʷíkʷenax̄ (-q)    frog 

kʷíkʷex̄d     whistler, marmot 

k̓ʷaas     mussel 

k̓ʷaas     sit outside 

k̓ʷax̄λaú     red cedar wood 

qʷáksi, qʷáqʷeksi    split open 

qʷáqʷela, qʷáqʷeqʷela   hole 

qʷauqʷanaí    swing 

qʷepelá     powdery snow 

q̓ʷása, q̓ʷáq̓ʷesa/q̓ʷiq̓ʷása   cry, weep, mourn 

q̓ʷelá, q̓ʷíq̓ʷela    live, be alive 

q̓ʷelaaxʷ, q̓ʷiqʷelaáxʷ   life 

q̓ʷíta, q̓ʷíq̓ʷeta    hug, embrace 

xʷélta, xʷélxʷelta/xʷixʷélta   burn (fire or coal) 

xʷaxʷemalaḡác̓i    bumblebee 

xʷíɫa, xʷíxʷeɫa    go back, return 
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xʷáta     rake, pull something toward oneself 

x̄ʷáƛa     clean fish, carve wood 

 

These sounds are made by rounding the lips, as for “w,” at the same time as the “g” “ḡ” and other sounds are 

pronounced. Before a “u” or “em” “en” “el” the rounding of the consonant blends together with the following vowel 

so that the combination sounds more or less like the consonant part followed by a short “u” sound (but without the 

“y” sound of the front consonants “k k̓ g x”): Kʷagʷúɫ. 

 

Helping verbs (auxiliaries). 

x̄á’islak̓ala has many words that can be used as ‘helping verbs’ or auxiliaries, and we've had a number of examples 

of them already. They include some words that also have other uses, and some that are basically only used in this 

way. They come as the first word in a plain sentence, and carry the subject endings if there are any: 

k̓un q̓ála = k̓u- ‘not’ + -n ‘I’ + q̓al- ‘know̓ + -a (‘completive -a’) 

sas w̓áila = s- (question) + -as ‘you’ + w̓ail -a 

 

One of the most important ones is k̓u- / k̓us- (some of its forms are formed on each of these two alternate root forms 

and there is another form k̓es- seen in k̓eci ‘don’t!’): k̓uu- / k̓uus- 

k̓un   I ...not ... 

k̓ucu (=k̓us- + -su) you ...not ... 

k̓unis   we (incl) ...not ... 

k̓unuxʷ   we (excl) ...not ... 

k̓usix   she, he, it, they (near me) ...not ... 

k̓usu   she, he, it, they (near you) ...not ... 

k̓usi   she, he, it, they (far away) ...not ... 

k̓usgi   she, he, it, they (just gone) ...not ... 

 

If plurals are indicated expliciably with negatives, the reduplication occurs in the main verb: 

k̓usi q̓iq̓ala. ‘They don̓t know.’ 

 

Another important one is the question auxiliary formed from a root or stem beginning with s- or si-: 

si  (base form used when no subject endings are needed) 

 sin, silan  I (do I ...?) and so on 

sas  you 

sinís  we (incl) 

sinúxʷ  we (excl) 

sílix  he, she, it, they (close to me) 

sílu  he, she, it, they (close to you) 

síli  he, she, it, they (remote) 

siláki  he, she, they (just gone) 

 

This helping verb is used to make questions that can be answered with ’nná or k̓uu. Another question auxiliary is li-, 

which works exactly like si-: lin, las,... and so on. 

 

The helping verbs in x̄á’islak̓ala cover a wider range of meanings than English auxiliaries. One example is ’úx̄ʷa 

‘also.’ Some words that have other uses can be used as helping verbs (sort of “volunteer” helping verbs): in the 

conversational material we have one example of this, can you find it? 

 

5.4 Historical note: Chinook Jargon 

In an area like the Northwest Coast with many different language groups in contact with a great deal of trade and 

cultural interchange, as in other parts of the world, the problem of communication was helped by the development of 

a special “trade language.” This language was Chinook Jargon, in x̄á’islak̓ala this language is called zenúk̓ʷala or 

(using the word for ‘talk’ in the language itself) cenukʷ wáwa. There are some loanwords in x̄á’islak̓ala from this 
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language, the word for ‘pig’ gʷasaú is one. Like this word, words for ‘new’ objects are often borrowed. Other words 

from cinúgwik̓ala are leplaít, lileplaít ‘minister, priest’ (those two words ultimately from French), mesmuús ‘cow’ 

(ultimately from Cree). Notice that the word leplaít has developed its own plural according to regular patterns of 

x̄á’islak̓ala grammar. This trade language was the means of communication between groups from different language 

areas, and was sometimes used in the first contacts between missionaries and coastal peoples. Chinook Jargon 

should not be confused with Chinook or Chinookan, names for languages and nations of the lower Columbia River. 

The language does contain some words from some Chinookan language, including the word for ‘horse,’ which 

shows up in a number of languages of this area. In x̄á’islak̓ala, this word is guedén. 
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5.5 Practicing. 

A. Pronunciation/spelling practice: 

1. gʷiá ‘wake up’    2. ḡʷiy̓ém ‘whale’ 

3. kʷísa ‘spit’    4. qʷísela ‘make a rattling noise’ 

5. k̓ʷísa ‘to snow’    6. q̓ʷísa ‘crush with hands’ 

7. xʷísa ‘whip’    8. x̄ʷísala ‘further to that side’ 

9. gʷásala ‘further on this side’  10. ḡʷálas ‘lizard’ 

11. kʷán̓alas ‘yellow cedar’  12. qʷáqa ‘split wood’ 

13. k̓ʷaas ‘mussel’   14. q̓ʷása ‘cry’ 

15. xʷása ‘get moving’   16. x̄ʷása ‘maggoty’ 

 

B. Bring a word! 

Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. 

Exercises: [Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

 

i. Make substitutions for the underlined portions and any other changes in the rest of the sentence that are necessary 

and translate: 

1. k̓un qaiqel c̓imauc̓ix̄i 

(you) 

(she [just gone] doesn’t) 

(we inclusive) 

(they [remote]) 

2. sas kʷixq̓aa 

(I) 

(he (near you)) 

(we (exclusive)) 

(you (plural) 

3. k̓usi ’ux̄ʷ kʷixq̓a 

(talking) 

(making a canoe) 

(leaving) 

(coming along) 

(working) 

ii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. k̓unis ’ux̄ʷ kʷikʷexq̓a 

2. linis x̄a’islak̓al̓ix̄daa 

3. sili lamuɫdua la gada ha 

4. k̓unuxʷ q̓al qix wisemgax̄ 

5. w̓igaíqelix, w̓ix’idƛix, w̓ilaqwix gax̄’iƛ 

6. gaiqelan kʷagʷuɫax̄i 

7. ’au gaiqelasu kʷagʷuɫax̄i 

8. q̓apau ses ’iku kʷak̓ʷala a 

9. k̓uu bek̓ʷalas k̓eci ziqa 

10. wa lan hilaqwaƛina 

iii. Answer the question in x̄á’islak̓ala, try to use a complete sentence of more than one word for your answer: 

1. sas kʷixq̓aa 

2. si lain̓axʷ ’ebukʷa’eqʷs ha 

3. w̓ilaqʷas la’exc̓iƛ 

4. w̓ilai x̄eɫapa’eqʷs 

5. m̓aasi p̓ali’exqʷs ’isλam 

6. ’enḡʷai qiki wisemtix̄ga 

7. w̓ix’dƛilaki 
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8. ’maasi qix guxʷgax̄ 

9. sas dudeqʷel qi gelw̓ix̄iya 

10. sinis ’iku bek̓ʷala ha 

iv. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: (don’t worry about the tenses, that is having “went” as opposed to “go,” translate all 

examples the same as ‘I go across’ and so on). 

1. I went across. 

2. You did not come along. 

3. Your friend came along, 

4. We went to the store. 

5. Your uncle works at the store. 

6. We went home. 

7. We saw a mink. 

8. You did not see the mink. 

9. We got off here. 

10. I will go home tomorrow. 
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Lesson 6 

sas ’íku dúqʷelenƛa (Are you able to see me?) 

 

6.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

sas ’íku dúqʷelenƛa   Are you able to see me? 

’nná dúqʷelanugʷuƛa   Yes, I see you. 

sas q̓iq̓al qi ḡenéms x̄e’ábexʷx̄iya  Do you all know that young girl? 

q̓iq̓alanuxw̓i    We know her. 

síli q̓áluƛa    Does she know you? 

q̓alienƛanuxʷ ’ux̄ʷa   She knows us too. 

w̓iláa ’enísdi’us    Where is your aunt? 

láki lá’exc̓i’ina    She’s just left. 

qaƛen n̓aká’ex̄gi    I’ll look for her. 

’ikus nuáqi    Good idea! 

k̓éci ƛ̓elísd qu x̄e’ábekʷax̄u  Don’t forget that child. 

lan dap̓iuƛina’ix    I’ll take her along. 

sas q̓aka’ex̄gia    Did you find her? 

k̓uu k̓un q̓aka’ex̄gi   No, I didn’t find her. 

’au ’aqaɫgi lauƛa    Oh. She’ll come to you. 

sas qaútelenƛa qaqawat̓ásenƛ  Do you hear me? Listen to me! 

k̓un ’emáis qáuteluƛ   I don’t hear you at all! 
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6.2 Vocabulary (sg = singular, pl = plural) 

 

’áqa (sg), ’i’áqa (pl)   come 

dáp̓iu (sg), dámep̓iu (pl)   take along 

’emaí (sg), ’imaí (pl)   little, small, (not) at all, (not) a bit 

’enís (sg), ’i’enís (pl)   aunt (father’s sister) 

lanƛa     (to) me 

lanƛanis     (to) us (incl) 

lanƛanuxʷ    (to) us (excl) 

lauƛa     (to) you 

lax (sg), lilax (pl)    (to) him, her, it, them (here, near me) 

lax̄u (sg), lilax̄u (pl)   (to) him, her, it, them (near you) 

lax̄i (etc.)    (to) him, her, it, them (remote) 

lax̄gi (sg), lilax̄gi (pl)   (to) him, her, it, them (just gone) 

ɫekw̓áni (sg), ɫílekw̓ani (pl)  older woman, female elder 

nuáqela (sg), ninuáqela (pl)  older man, male elder 

nuáqi     idea, thoughts, mind 

n̓aká (sg), n̓an̓eká (pl)    look for, search for 

qaqawat̓aá    listen attentively 

qaútela (sg), qíqautela (pl)   hear, understand (language) 

q̓aká (sg), q̓aq̓ekaá (pl)   find (what you are looking for)? 

sásem     children, offspring (plural of x̄ʷenúxʷ) 

x̄e’ábexʷ (-kʷ) (sg), x̄íx̄e’ábexʷ (pl)  young person, youth 

x̄ʷenúxʷ (-kʷ) (sg)    child, offspring 

yeqsú (sg), yiyeqsú (pl)   you, to be you 
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6.3 Explanations 

 

Sounds and spellings: Hard m̓, n̓, l̓, w̓, y̓ 

Besides the glottalized or hard sounds we’ve practiced on so far, x̄á’islak̓ala has glottalized and plain versions of the 

m, n (nasal), l (liquid) and w, y (glides or semivowel) sounds. They are pronounced with a glottal stop (’), stop 

either slightly before or during the articulation of the nasal, liquid, or glide. Here are some examples of the contrast: 

m̓  m̓ekʷáx̄a ‘drop’   m muxʷ ‘four’ 

n̓  n̓aa ‘pick berries’  n nai ‘snow on ground’ 

l̓  l̓ex̄uá ‘cough’  l laala ‘go upstream’ 

w̓  w̓ap ‘water’  w waa ‘river’ 

y̓  y̓ugʷá ‘rain’  y yudúxʷ ‘three’ 

 

These sounds are easiest to hear and, practice when they come in the middle of a word and you can easily hear the 

glottal ‘break̓ in the voice: 

m̓am̓axʷc̓uá  ‘basketball’ 

n̓án̓akila   ‘fish patrol, be on the lookout for something’ 

l̓il̓ex̄uá   ‘cough’ (plural) 

w̓íw̓iaɫa   ‘parents’ 

y̓ay̓ugwaúɫ  ‘rain all the time’ 

 

You can make up nonsense words to practice the difference between the plain and glottalized sounds: 

mama mam̓a mam̓a mam̓a 

wawa wa’wa wa’wa wa’wa (and so on) 

 

Object endings: 

The ’aquála section of this lesson illustrates some of the object endings that are used to express such ideas as him, 

her, it, them, us or you as the object of a verb, the thing or person to whom something is done, said, and so on. Here 

are the endings: 

-enƛ(a)  me (1st person singular) 

-uƛ(a)  you (2nd person) 

-enƛanis  us (1st person plural inclusive) 

-enƛanux̄ʷ  us (1st person plural exclusive) 

-’ix  him, her, it, them (3rd person, here near me) 

-’u  him, her, it, them (3rd person, near you) 

-’i  him, her, it, them (3rd person, remote) 

-’ex̄gi  him, her, it, them (3rd person, just gone) 

 

(You may hear some variants of these endings from different speakers. Notice that the 3rd person forms are used for 

plural as well as singular, them as well as him, her, it.) 

 

These endings go on the end of the word that would naturally come before the object words if there was a full object 

there: 

duqʷa’i    Look at it! 

duqʷelaƛnugʷuƛa   I will see you. 

sas qautelenƛa   Do you hear me? 

 

Here are sentences that show all the possibilities: 

k̓un duqʷelenƛ  I don’t see myself. 

k̓un duqʷeluƛ   I don’t see you. 

k̓un duqʷelenƛanis  I don’t see us. 

k̓un duqʷelenƛanuxʷ  I don’t see us. (excl) 

k̓usi duqʷela’ix   He (remote) doesn’t see her. (here) 
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k̓un duqʷela’u  I don’t see her. (by you) 

k̓un duqʷela’i  I don’t see her. (away) 

k̓un duqʷela’ex̄gi  I don’t see her. (just gone) 

 

The last two might be more natural if we add another little ending: -c (or -z) 

k̓un duqʷel̓uc  I don’t see her. (by you) 

k̓un duqʷel̓ic  I don’t see her. (away) 

 

This ending emphasizes that the thing we are talking about is not visible to the speaker. (Other meanings: possibly 

only imagined or thought of as a possibility.) When we combine these endings on a single word with the subject 

endings, we get quite a few possible words: 

duqʷelax’ix  She/he/it (here) sees him/her/it (here) 

duqʷelax’u  She/he/it (here) sees him/her/it (there) 

duqʷelax’i  She/he/it (here) sees him/her/it (far away) 

duqʷelax’ex̄gi  She/he/it sees him/her/it (just gone) 

duqʷelu’ix  She/he/it (there) sees him/her/it (here) 

duqʷelu’u  Him/her/it (there) 

duqʷelu’i  Him/her/it (remote) 

duqʷelu’ex̄gi  Him/her/it (just gone) 

duqʷeli’ix  She/he/it (remote) sees him/her/it (here) 

duqʷeli’u  Him/her/it (there) 

duqʷeli’i   Him/her/it (remote) 

duqʷeli’ex̄gi  Him/her/it (just gone) 

duqʷelaki’ix  She/he/it (just gone) saw him/her/it (here) 

duqʷelaki’u  Him/her/it (there) 

duqʷelaki’i  Him/her/it (remote) 

duqʷelaki’ex̄gi  Him/her/it (just gone) 

 

Each of these endings can also go on the end of words with the other subject endings: 

duqʷelanugʷa’ix, etc. 

 

In sentences with a helping verb, the subject endings (as usual) go on the helping word (the first word), the object 

endings get tacked onto the main verb: 

k̓usi duqʷa’i  He didn’t look at it. 

 

In sentences with full word subjects, the third person object ending goes on to the subject words, but a first or 

second person (me, you, us) object form goes on the verb: 

duqʷel qi wisemax̄i’i The man sees it. 

duqʷelenƛ qi ḡenemax̄i The woman sees me. 

 

Full word forms of pronouns: 

There are special forms of some of the pronouns (words like ‘I, you, he’). The vocabulary includes words for ‘you’ 

and some words that may be thought of as a combination of la- and a pronoun. These sometimes correspond to 

phrases like ‘to him, her, it’ and so on, but their use is wider. We will be seeing more uses of them as we go along. 
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6.4 Practicing. 

 

A. Pronunciation practice: 

1. m̓am̓axʷc̓uá ‘basketball’  2. mámia  ‘fish for salmon’ 

3. m̓úm̓eḡʷezu ‘halibut’   4. mudúl̓as  ‘balsam fir’ 

5. m̓am̓ikás ‘valuables’  6. mamanaúɫ  ‘punch all the time’ 

7. n̓án̓akila ‘on the lookout’  8. nineqá  ‘tired’ (pl) 

9. n̓in̓iá  ‘string up fish’ (pl) 10. ninínia  ‘earthquake’ 

11. n̓un̓elá ‘oldest siblings’  12. núneɫa  ‘surprised’ (pl) 

13. l̓il̓eqá ‘to dry berries’ (pl) 14. líleta   ‘shovel snow’ (pl) 

15. l̓il̓ex̄u’á ‘cough’ (pl)  16. lilekʷelá  ‘different, strange’ (pl) 

17. l̓eḡéxʷ ‘dried berry cake’  18. leḡʷís  ‘fire on beach’ 

19. w̓iw̓ená ‘sneak around’ (pl) 20. wiwená  ‘make war’ (pl) 

21. y̓ay̓ugʷáuɫ ‘rain all the time’  22. yayan̓á  ‘speed up’ 

 

B. Bring a word! 

 

C. Memorize the conversational materials and, the vocabulary. Practice whenever you can: half an hour a day is 

much better than three hours on one day. Don̓t be afraid to try out your x̄á’islak̓ala and don̓t be afraid to make 

mistakes! 

 

D. Written exercises: 

[Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

i. Make substitutions for the underlined portions and translate: 

1. k̓usi q̓aluƛ 

(her (just gone)) 

(us (incl)) 

(me) 

(him (far away)) 

2. qaqawat̓asenƛa 

(him (near you)) 

(us (excl)) 

(her (near me)) 

(yourself) 

3. sas q̓aka’ia 

(I) 

(they (far away)) 

(you (plural)) 

(they (just gone)) 

ii. q̓ʷemksiwak̓alisdaudsi’u (put into English) 

1. ’aqaƛ Jamesdi lanƛa 

2. gax̄iɫc lanƛanuxʷ 

3. sas law̓isƛ lilax̄ia 

4. lan xwiɫaƛin lauƛa 

5. lamiy̓axc̓is damep̓ius qu sasema’eqʷs 

6. k̓eci kʷikʷexq̓a 

7. ’ikui x̄á’islak̓ala ’ux̄wa 

8. lanis n̓aka’in qi x̄ix̄abekwax̄i 

9. ’au lamaw̓isgi 

10. qautelenƛanuxʷ qi nuaqela ’isλam 

iii. ’aḡalas his x̄á’islak̓ala! (answer in Haisla) 

1. w̓ilaqwas lain̓axʷƛ 
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2. sas ’i’aqaƛ lanƛanuxʷ ɫansλac (h)a 

3. w̓ilaa x̄ʷeɫapa’us 

4. w̓igaiqeli qi ɫekw̓aniax̄I 

5. sas qautelenƛa 

6. si ’ix qix nuaqigax̄ga 

7. si x̄á’islak̓ala x̄ʷenukʷa’us ha 

8. sinis la meɫexx̄aɫix̄ua 

9. q̓ʷemksiwak̓alix̄das ha 

10. w̓ilas 

iv. x̄a’islak̓alisdaudci’u: 

1. Your aunt can speak Haisla. 

2. I hear you. Don’t stop talking. 

3. Look at that canoe! It is finished now. 

4. It’s really snowing. 

5. The mink (far away) hears the whale (far away). 

6. We (excl) don’t think so. 

7. They are sitting inside. 

8. The fathers look for the children. 

9. Can you help me? 

10. We (excl) also will leave tomorrow. 
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Lesson 7 

nis ’uísda (My family) 

 

7.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

w̓ilaa gúkʷus      Where is your house? 

lai ’úbalc qix gúxʷdemagax̄ga    At the end of the village. 

dútiɫasenƛanuxʷ his qi qaus ’uísda    Tell us about your family. 

lánuxʷ kw̓á’iɫ du ḡenémenc qi guxʷs w̓íw̓iaɫisi I live with my wife in the house of her parents. 

ses sásemzada      Do you have children? 

’nná sásemnukʷenuxʷ     Yes (excluding you), we have children. 

li ’agámin ’úm̓aas     They’ve all grown up. 

laa gúkʷel ḡenéms x̄ʷenúkʷenuxʷ Rupertax̄i   Our daughter lives in Rupert. 

t̓ep̓ín̓ix̄ʷi du ɫáw̓elemasi     She and her husband are fishermen. 

ma’eláuxʷ wí’esems sásemnuxʷ    We have two sons. 

gúkʷel n̓áukʷax̄i le qix gúxʷdemagax̄ga   One lives here in the village. 

n̓exʷál gúkʷasi la qi t̓exáw̓iax̄i    His house is close to the bridge. 

laa gúkʷel n̓áukʷax̄i c̓amizásax̄i    One lives in Vancouver. 

síli n̓áwiɫema      Does he live alone? 

kútanugʷa k̓un q̓álaksila     I think so, I don̓t know for sure. 

si q̓ʷíq̓ʷelaw̓esem ḡa’eḡápus ha    Are your grandparents still alive? 

k̓uu ḡiála’in qi látemasi k̓es q̓ʷíq̓ʷela   No, they have not been alive for a long time. 
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7.2 Vocabulary 

 

’agám      all, every, each 

c̓úlxʷλema, c̓úc̓exʷλema    grandchild 

c̓úlxʷλemax’id, c̓úc̓exʷλemax’id   great-grandchild 

λú’el (λuel), λuλál    nephew, niece 

dútiɫa, dúdetiɫela     tell, relate 

’esa- (’esa’i etc.), ’ísa-    his, her(s), its, their(s) 

gúkʷela, gúgukʷela    live (inhabit), reside 

ḡáḡap, ḡa’eḡáp     grandparent 

ḡáḡap̓id, ḡa’eḡáp̓id    great-grandparent 

ḡeném      wife, woman, female 

ḡiála      long (time) 

his, -s      by, of, about (see Explanations) 

ɫáw̓elem, ɫiláw̓elem    husband 

ma’eláuxʷ (-kʷ)     two (people) 

m̓enaísut, m̓ím̓enaisut    brother (of man), sister (of woman) 

OR: m̓enaís’ut, m̓ím̓enais’ut 

nis      my, mine 

nísanis      our, ours (incl) 

nísanuxʷ      our, ours (excl) 

n̓auxʷ (-kʷ)     one (person) 

n̓áwiɫem, n̓áxn̓awiɫem    live alone 

n̓exʷála, n̓in̓exʷála    close, neat 

n̓exʷaláls, n̓in̓exʷaláls    close, near (outside) 

qaus, qíqaus     you, yours 

q̓ʷelá, q̓ʷílq̓ʷela     live, alive 

sásemnuxʷ (-kʷ)     have children 

sasemzád     have children 

t̓exáw̓ia      bridge 

’ubáls      end (of village) 

’uísda      surroundings, family 

w̓aq̓ʷá, w̓iw̓aq̓ʷá     brother (woman’s), sister (man’s) 

w̓aw̓ex̄k̓ʷawá     relatives, parents 

w̓íw̓iaɫa      parents 
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7.3 Explanations. 

 

Sounds and spellings. 

We have covered all the sounds and letters of x̄á’islak̓ala. You should continue to practice them until they slip 

smoothly off your tongue. In this lesson and the following few we will look at a few “rules of combination” that tell 

you how certain sounds are replaced or changed into others depending on where they come in a word and what their 

neighboring sounds are. 

 

 Final k, q, kʷ, qʷ are replaced by x, x̄, xʷ, x̄ʷ 

 

If you say the word for house just by itself, it is pronounced guxʷ, but if it is said with an ending that starts with a 

vowel like -us or -ax̄i the final sound of the word is, -kʷ, so we say gúkʷax̄i or gúkʷus. The reason for this is the 

pronunciation rule just given: At the end of a word or a syllable, the plain sounds k q kʷ qʷ are replaced by x x̄ ʷ x̄ʷ. 

(Plain sounds means this rule does not apply to the voiced and glottalized counterparts.) Practically, this means that 

if you hear a word like ḡaax̄ for the first time, you don̓t know whether the final x̄ comes about because of this rule or 

is “original” with the word. In the vocabularies we have been giving words like guxʷ with the notation “(-kʷ)” to 

show that the basic final sound here is kʷ and not xʷ. 

 

Possessives: yours, mine, and theirs 

We’ve had a few examples of endings showing possession, to express such things as ‘my house,’ ‘your mother’ and 

so on. In this and the next lesson we will learn more of these endings. They can express distinctions according to 

where things are as well so there are quite a few to learn. Fortunately, a lot of them are similar to each other and to 

endings and words we’ve learned already. 

 

Here are examples of words showing possession: ‘my house’ and so on. In this set we have to think of the house as 

right here (by the speaker): 

gúxʷgenc ‘my house here (by me)’ 

gúxʷgus ‘your house’ 

gúxʷganis ‘our (incl) house’ 

gúxʷganuxʷ ‘our (excl) house’ 

gúxʷgasix ‘his/her (here)’ 

gúxʷgasu ‘his/her (there by you)’ 

gúxʷgasi ‘his/her (away)’ 

gúxʷgasgi ‘his/her (gone)’ 

 

In all of those examples the house is right here, but with the last four we are expressing a difference about where the 

possessor is. Notice the -ga or -g is like the words that we’ve had that mean ‘this’ or ‘there’: ga, gáda, gáden̓a, the 

endings -six, -su, -si, -sgi also remind us of endings we’ve had already, the subject and object endings for ‘she, he, 

him, her, it, they, them.’ 

 

Here are some more endings for the ‘just gone’ situation (often translated with a past tense in the sentence): 

máyaɫati’enc ‘my friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫati’us ‘your friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫati’enis ‘our (incl) friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫati’enuxʷ ‘our (excl) friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫatisix ‘his, her, its (here) friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫatisu ‘his, her, its (there near you) friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫatisi ‘his, her, its (away) friend’ (just gone) 

máyaɫatisgi ‘his, her, its (just gone) friend’ (just gone) 

-ti is -di after some consonant (s, x, x̄, ɫ): ’enísdi’us ‘your aunt’ (just gone) 
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That’s enough for this lesson. We’ll have more in the next lesson. But in anticipation we need to understand that 

these endings really have two parts: the first part is the -ga or -g or -ti, the second part is the rest of the ending, the 

part that clearly shows the identity of the possessor and something about where she or he is with reference to the 

speech situation, the speaker, and so on (the ‘here’ or ‘there’ or ‘away’ or ‘gone’ part). We’ll see in a later lesson 

that sometimes the first part of these two-part endings is not there. 

 

We need to think about two things with the third person endings: where is the thing possessed (with respect to the 

speech situation) and where is the possessor. So we can have, for example: 

máyaɫa -ti  si 

friend   just gone of him/her away 

máyaɫa -ga  -sgi 

friend   right here of him/her just gone 

 

There are also independent words for possession that can stand by themselves: 

(qi) nis guxʷ ‘my house’ 

qaus guxʷ ‘your house’ 

 

The independent word for ‘his, her, its’ is made by putting the appropriate object endings onto a stem ’esa-, the 

plural (referring to the number of things possessed) is ‘isa-: 

’esa’ix, ’esa’ex̄ ‘his, her(s), its’ (right here by me) 

’esa’u …(there by you) 

’esa’i ...(away) 

’esa’ex̄gi ...(just gone) 

 

Connective :his, -s You may have noticed that sometimes in our examples words end with an extra -s. This ending 

is best thought of as a short form of the word his, a little word with many uses, which we will gradually learn about. 

The use that we see in this lesson is as a way of connecting a word referring to a thing possessed and a word for the 

possessor, as in the phrase 

...guxʷs w̓íw̓iaɫisi ‘house of her parents’ 

 

So here it means something like ‘of.’ We’ve also seen it as a kind of connecting glue between two words in phrases 

like these: 

ḡenéms x̄e’ábexʷ ‘young girl’ 

wísems x̄ʷenúxʷ ‘son’ (male child) 

 

The word or ending is also used, to stand, for ‘by’ in expressions like this: gu’áƛasui his/-s qi gúkʷelutasi. “He was 

helped by his fellow villagers.” 
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7.4 Practicing. 

A. Bring a word! 

 

B. Memorize the conversational materials and the vocabulary. Practice whenever you can: half an hour a day is 

much better than three hours on one day. Don’t be afraid to try out your x̄á’islak̓ala and don̓t be afraid to make 

mistakes! 

 

C. Exercises: 

[Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

i. Translate and then give appropriate forms of the words as indicated: 

1. x̄ʷeɫapti’enc 

your 

his (just gone) 

our (excl) 

her (right here by me) 

her (away) 

2. w̓aq̓ʷaganis 

your 

my 

his (there by you) 

our (excl) 

her (just gone) 

3. sas sasemnukʷa 

Do I...? 

Does she (right here by me)...? 

Do we (incl)...? 

Does he (just gone)...? 

Does he (away)...? 

ii. Translate into English (if you're not sure, guess!): 

1. sasemzadnuxʷ 

2. sili ’agam lamiy̓axc̓ia 

3. k̓uu p̓al n̓aukʷax̄i le qix 

4. m̓aasi p̓alisi 

5. x̄esilainix̄ʷi li gelw̓agila’ina 

6. w̓ilaqʷili ḡʷaɫƛ 

7. k̓un q̓ala 

8. w̓ilaa gelw̓ici 

9. n̓exʷalalsi gukʷasi le qix guxʷdemagax̄ga 

10. ’iks ḡʷailas duqʷelaƛnugʷuƛ ɫansλac 

iii. Answer the question in x̄á’islak̓ala (in a full sentence): 

1. sas sasemzada 

2. w̓ilas kw̓a’iɫ? 

3. sas c̓uxλemanukʷa 

4. sas q̓iq̓al λul̓egenca 

5. si n̓awiɫem m̓enaisuti’us ha 

6. w̓ilas gugukʷela 

7. w̓ilaqʷi ’i’aqaƛ w̓iw̓iaɫayus 

8. w̓igaimaqeli 

9. sas gamex̄aɫix̄daa 

10. w̓ilaa gukʷus 

iv. Express in x̄á’islak̓ala: 

1. We (excl) live here in the village. 
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2. We (excl) are fishermen. 

3. My husband (just gone) is a canoe-builder. 

4. Is your uncle working in the store? 

5. No, he’s just left. 

6. Who is your friend here (by me)? 

7. She is called Sarah. 

8. She comes from Vancouver. 

9. When will she return? 

10. She doesn’t know yet. 
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Lesson 8 

m̓áy̓inix̄ʷas (What clan are you?) 

 

8.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

sas ’íksduqʷi’inix̄ʷa    Are you an Eagle? 

’nná, m̓áy̓inix̄ʷas     Yes, what clan do you belong to? 

miáinix̄ʷnugʷa     I’m in the Salmon tribe. 

m̓áy̓inix̄ʷi m̓áyaɫi’eqʷs    What tribe does your friend there belong to? 

k̓un q̓ála yexsús humá’ix    I don’t know. You ask her. 

wa humáƛnugʷa’u m̓áy̓inix̄ʷas   Ok, then. I’ll ask her. What tribe are you? 

k̓un dútiɫaƛuƛ kakút̓as    I won’t tell you. Guess! 

sas ’ux̄ʷ miáinix̄ʷa    Are you Salmon also? 

’nná q̓apásu     Yes. You got it. 

sen ’iku ’úq̓ʷa ḡálay̓uasu ha   Can I believe her answer? 

dúqʷelaɫzu ḡánuƛac    You will see tonight. 

si hélx̄’inix̄ʷ qi wísemax̄ia    Is that man a Killerwhale? 

k̓uu ’íksduq̓ʷinix̄ʷi    No, he’s an Eagle. 

na húmec̓uamust̓asu    You sure ask a lot of questions. 

húmec̓uinix̄ʷguɫ ’enísw̓eɫayenc   My late aunt was always asking questions. 

t̓et̓eqilákienƛ qen ḡʷáiligenc qi ’úx̄ʷa  She taught me to do that too. 
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8.2 Vocabulary 

 

’áḡala, ’i’áḡala   to answer (question) 

’áḡalay̓u    (an) answer 

gecaúqʷ, gigecaúqʷ  Beaver (clan, tribe) 

ḡaax̄ (-q)   raven 

ḡáq̓inix̄ʷ, ḡigáq̓inix̄ʷ  Raven (clan, tribe) 

ḡʷáila    do in a certain way, like that, be of a certain kind 

hélx̄’inix̄ʷ, hél’ex̄’inix̄ʷ  Blackfish, Killerwhale, killerwhale, orca 

humá, hu’emá   ask (a question) 

húmec̓ua, hihúmec̓ua  person that’s always asking questions 

’íksduqʷia,’í’iksduqʷia  Eagle (also bird) 

kákut̓a, ká’ekut̓a   try to find out, guess 

k̓ánqas    crow 

mámia    to fish for salmon 

miá    fish, salmon 

miáinix̄ʷ, mimiáinix̄ʷ  Salmon (clan, tribe) 

m̓áy̓inix̄ʷ   what clan, tribe? 

qen    for, to (do something) (and other uses) 

qulún    beaver 

t̓et̓eqilá, t̓it̓et̓eqilá   teach, give advice 

t̓íxʷa    black bear 

’úq̓ʷa, ’úeq̓ʷa   believe 

 

8.3 Explanations 

Sounds and spellings. 

Here are a couple more rules of combination: 

 s + s becomes c 

When two s-sounds come together, they are combined into a single “c” (‘ts’) sound. This happens often with the 

ending -s that is related to his. So if you have a word like hím̓as, which ends on an s and you use the connective s the 

two go together into hím̓ac as in the common phrase used for “God” or “Lord” in Christian contexts: hím̓ac ’ík̓iax̄i. 

 final ƛ becomes ɫ 

This happens at the end of a word and at the end of a syllable, but the change is more or less optional. This explains 

the pronunciation of gáx̄iɫ from gax̄- + -iƛ 

 s becomes z after ɫ or ƛ 

This change comes when the ending -su is tacked onto a word ending in ɫ: láaɫzu. 

 devoicing of final consonants 

Final voiced true consonants (stops and fricatives): b, d, g, ḡ, z, λ become unvoiced (more or less like p, t, k, q, c, ƛ). 

So combining the last three rules we can explain why the word gáx̄iɫc is pronounced the way it is, coming from the 

combination gax̄-iƛ-s. Remember that final “k” and “q” sounds are pronounced as “x” and “x̄” sounds, so we can 

always hear a difference between final g ḡ gʷ ḡʷ pronounced like k q kʷ qʷ, and k q kʷ qʷ, pronounced x x̄ xʷ x̄ʷ. 

Compare c̓aḡ ‘mountain goat’, pronounced c̓aq, and ḡaaq, ‘raven’, pronounced ḡaax̄. 

 

More possessive endings 

The remainder of the possessive endings (for ‘my,’ ‘your’ and so on) are very similar to the ones given in the last 

lesson. There we had endings for the situation where the thing possessed was close to the speaker (the ‘qix’ 

situation), and for the “absent, just gone” situation (like ‘qiki’). The remaining situations are not fully differentiated. 

For the “qu” situation (‘here’ or ‘there’ near you) we have these: 

gúkʷa’enc (my …near you) 

gúkʷa’ex̄ʷs (gúkʷa’eqʷs) (there, near you) 

gúkʷa’enis (our - incl - near you) 

gúkʷa’enuxʷ (our - excl - near you) 
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We also have these forms for ‘my, your, our’: 

gúkʷenc 

gúkʷus 

gúkʷanis 

gúkʷanuxʷ 

These forms are used for the “qi” situation: object away from the speech situation. 

 

For the remainder (the ones meaning ‘his, her, its their’ under varying conditions for the place of the possessor), 

there is only one set in use for both the “qu” and the “qi” situations: 

gúkʷasix (possessor near me) 

gúkʷasu (possessor near you) 

gúxʷasi (possessor away) 

gúxʷasgi (possessor just gone) 
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8.4 Practicing. 

 

A. Bring a word! 

 

B. Exercises: 

[Always write out the exercises for the next class.] 

i. For each of the following words indicate where the “possessor” is located by saying: gada, ḡuda, or ḡida. 

1. ’ebukʷasix 

2. gelw̓asu 

3. guxʷdemasi 

4. gukʷelutasix 

5. m̓ayaɫasu 

6. w̓iw̓iaɫisi 

7. ḡaḡapuɫasix 

8. guxʷgasi 

9. ’aupdisu 

10. miaisi 

ii. For each of the following words indicate where the “thing possessed” (or related etc.) is located by saying: gada, 

ḡuda, or ḡida. 

1. m̓enais’utgenc 

2. λuλalia’eqʷs 

3. k̓ʷaxdematisi 

4. sasemganis 

5. mayasgus 

6. ’uisdati’us 

7. w̓aqw̓ai’eqʷs 

8. ɫáw̓elemenc 

9. ḡenémasi 

10. x̄ʷenulma’us 

iii. q̓ʷemksiwak̓alisdaudsi’u: 

1. t̓et̓eqilasenƛanuxʷ 

2. ses duqʷel w̓ac̓etienc ha 

3. silu qauteleƛanuxʷ ha 

4. k̓eci bek̓ʷala qaqawat̓asi’ex̄ 

5. qaqawat̓a’usemnugʷuƛ 

6. ƛaka’in ɫaw̓elemasi 

7. q̓akan gelw̓atius 

8. gaiqelan guxʷdi’us 

9. bek̓ʷal̓ix̄d ḡenemti’us du yex̄su 

10. wa n̓akanumaƛnugʷa’ex̄gi 

 

iv. x̄á’islak̓alas ’inax̄ʷs ’aḡalaƛ! [Speak Haisla when you answer!] 

1. w̓ilaa ’aupdius 

2. ses gigukʷela la gada ha 

3. m̓ay̓inix̄ʷi ’ebukʷasi 

4. ses ḡaq̓inix̄ʷ ’ux̄ʷaa 

5. w̓ilaa p̓al ’aupa’us 

6. silu lamiy̓axc̓iƛ ɫansλac ha 

7. w̓ilaqʷi xʷiɫaƛ w̓iw̓iaɫatius 

8. semi laal zaxwenax̄ia 

9. si lain̓axʷƛ w̓aqw̓atiusa 

10. si duqʷel qi t̓ixʷax̄i qi kʷenaqax̄i ha 
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v. x̄a’islak̓alisdaudsi’u: 

1. My mother is a Killerwhale. 

2. Are you a Beaver? 

3. Are you a beaver? 

4. My brother (just gone) can’t speak English. 

5. We (inclusive) are Eagles, we come from Kitamaat. 

6. His (away) friend will return tomorrow. 

7. I can’t see her (just gone), I can’t see her canoe. 

8. We have two children. 

9. They live in Vancouver. 

10. Are we quitting for a while? 
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Lesson 9 

wísenis zázaw̓anuma (Let’s harvest oolichans!) 

 

9.1 ’aquála (‘conversation, talk together’) 

 

ya’uc̓ ’ik̓áiqelan dúqʷeligencuƛa    Hi. I’m happy to see you. 

w̓ilái gúkʷelutus      Where are the village people? 

’agámki zazaw̓ánuma     They’ve all gone to harvest oolichans. 

w̓ilas zazaw̓a      Where do you go after oolichans? 

laálaguɫ ḡa’eḡapuɫdinuxʷ la qi wiagiwam̓iasax̄i Our grandparents used to go up to the spring               

oolichan camp. 

n̓exʷálil ’úx̄ʷλa’ic wáiax̄i     It was near the mouth of the river. 

y̓exʷp̓ záxʷens wáiaix̄i ’isλám    The oolichan from the river taste bad now. 

lánuxʷ yamácisagila’in qen láqiamasiganuxʷ’i ’isλám  We go to Kemano to get them nowadays. 

ses sákels táqaɫaa      Do you use a taqaɫ? 

k̓uu λákanuxʷ’i      No, we seine for them. 

lix qepénc̓uasuin̓i la qi záw̓iasax̄i    They are dumped into the oolichan bin. 

ḡelála’in qen m̓enex̄síds hel̓ilás    We wait for a week. 
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9.2 Vocabulary 

 

λáka     fish with a net 

λúela     again, once more 

’ik̓áiqela, ’í’ik̓aiqela (pl)   happy, glad 

láqiamas     get, catch, obtain 

lác̓ua, lámac̓ua (pl)   put into a closed space or container 

m̓úƛela     boil, ferment 

sax̄g, sáy̓ex̄g    want, want to do something (...qen) 

semgác̓i     oolichan rendering box 

sémka     render oolichan, extract oil 

táqaɫ     oolichan net 

ƛ̓áti     grease, oolichan oil 

’úx̄ʷλa,’ux̄ʷλá’is    mouth (of river or bay) 

waa     river 

w̓anúd, w̓aw̓anúd    trade 

x̄á’is     downriver, downchannel, south 

y̓ák̓aiqela, y̓a’ík̓iqela   sad, unhappy 

y̓éxʷp̓a     taste bad 

zázaw̓a     harvest oolichan 

 

9.3 Explanations 

 

Sounds and spellings. 

Sound changes in word-building. 

 

When words are built up by suffixing, there are often changes in the final consonant of the word to which the suffix 

is added. For example, look at these words that are built on the root √bekw- 

bekʷai ‘body, self’  begʷanem ‘person’  bek̓ʷes ‘wild man, monkey’ 

bekʷelusemi ‘character’  begʷis ‘merman, sea-person’ bek̓ʷala ‘speak, talk’ 

 

In the first column, the root ends on a plain or voiceless consonant, in the second column the root appears with a 

final voiced consonant, while in the third column the final consonant of the root is glottalized. Two points should be 

noted: first, these changes never are associated with the personal and demonstrative endings we’ve been learning; 

second, the changes are different from the more or less automatic rules of combination we’ve been learning about, 

as seen for example in another word from the same root: bekʷsísda ‘turn into a human.’ This latter word just comes 

about by the regular rule that replaces “k” by “x” in pronunciation when consonant comes at the end of a syllable or 

word. The changes illustrated above with the words built on √bekʷ- come about by virtue of the particular suffixes 

that are used. The best way to think about it is this: the root has the basic shape that appears in the lefthand column 

(plain, voiceless), then certain suffixes have the power to voice or to glottalize this final consonant. It is convenient 

to have some way to mark the suffixes. We can follow a common practice and mark the ones that cause voicing with 

an equals sign (=X), the ones that glottalize with an exclamation mark (!) and the ones that cause no change with a 

plain hyphen (-). So the suffixes involved above would be given like this: 

 

-ai  =anem  -!es 

-el(a)  =is  -[k]!ala 

 

Notice the way the last suffix is represented: the “[k]” means that the k appears only in certain circumstances 

(basically: after a vowel), otherwise the suffix is just -!ala and the “k” itself is glottalized when it appears. 
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9.4 qen 

The word qen is one of the few prepositions in x̄á’islak̓ala. Prepositions are words like in, on, for, from, and so on. 

It often means ‘for’ but it has other uses as well. When used with pronouns, in uses like ‘for me,’ ‘for him,’ and so 

on, it has special forms that have to be learned. These forms look mostly like a combination of qen and a subject 

ending: 

qenugʷa 

qencu 

qenis 

qenuxʷ 

qenex 

qenu 

qeni 

qenaki 

 

There are also plural forms: qiqeni and so on. (You know these so well now, that there is no need to give meanings! 

Stop a few minutes and congratulate yourself!) The little word qen is also used as an important brick in building 

other kinds of constructions. Look at these examples: 

lanuxʷ yamácisagila’in qen laqiamasiganuxʷ’i ’isλam 

We go to Kemano to get them now. 

gaiqel begʷanemi x̄a’isax̄i qen w̓anudisi 

The people came up to trade. 

sax̄gi qen w̓anudisi lanƛanuxʷ qi zaxʷenasi du qi ƛ̓ati 

They want to trade with us for oolichans and grease. 

 

Here the use is reminiscent of the use of for in older English or in uses like I would hate for you to do that. After 

kuta, qen is used also where it roughly translates that. But it is not used after q̓ála. 

 

The verb form used after qen in these constructions is built with a suffix -i (roughly like an English 

-ing form) and then the appropriate subject endings. So we have: 

w̓anúdigenc 

wanúdi’eqʷs 

w̓anúdiganis 

w̓anúdiganuxʷ 

w̓anúdisix 

w̓anúdisu 

w̓anúdisi 

w̓anúdisgi 

 

The subject of sax̄g- does not have to be the same as the subject of the qen- phrase (compare English): 

sax̄gen qen lamiy̓axc̓i’eqʷs ‘I want you all to leave.’ 

 

These very same endings appear on the connecting word li- ‘when, as.’ Another connecting word that means ‘and, 

when̓ and so on (depending on context) is built on the simple base g-: 

gen 

ges 

genis 

genuxʷ 

gex 

gi 

gu 

gisgi 
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Like this word is ’inaxʷ- ‘if, when’: ’inaxʷen, ’inaxʷs, and so on. 

 

 

9.4 Practicing. 

A. Bring a word! 

 

B. Written exercises: 

i. Change the models as indicated: 

1. dudeqʷelanis t̓ixʷix̄i genis zazaw̓anuma 

Example: 

you plural: dudeqʷelasu t̓ixʷix̄i ges zazaw̓anuma 

she (remote) 

I 

we (excl) 

2. sax̄gen qen x̄a’islak̓aligenc 

we (incl) 

he (just gone) 

you (sg) 

they (here by me) 

3. lanis w̓anudap̓eƛin du hiɫzaqʷax̄i ’inaxʷenis lamatusƛ 

you (pl) 

I 

he (remote) 

my grandparents 

ii. Translate into English (if you’re not sure, guess!): 

1. y̓ak̓iqelan la’exc̓i’eqʷs 

2. ses sayex̄g qen xʷiɫaƛigenc ha 

3. ’ik̓aiqelaɫzu li’eqʷs laatus qen zazaw̓ai’eqʷs 

4. ’ixp̓ai qu zaxʷenax̄ua 

5. dudeqʷelanuxʷ saakax̄i la x̄a’isax̄i 

6. w̓ilas dudeqʷela’i 

7. kutan qen dudeqʷeliganuxʷ’i le geldalix̄i 

8. k̓usas q̓alaksilaa ƛ̓elisdas’ia 

9. ’nna humas m̓enaisutenc 

10. ḡas coffee-gilaƛnugʷa qiqencu 

11. ’ik̓aiqelanuxʷ ’i’aqi’eqʷs 

12. k̓usas zazaw̓anumaa 

13. k̓unuxʷ ’iku ’isλam lanuxʷ la’exc̓iƛin ɫansλac 

14. xʷiɫaƛnuxʷ la c̓amizasax̄i 

15. sax̄genuxʷ qen λueli’eqʷs ’aqa lanƛanuxʷ 

iii. Write a short, connected passage in x̄á’islak̓ala about anything you want. The passage should take up at least ten 

lines of ordinary sized writing. 
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Lesson 10 

zázaw̓a’ini (Oolichan harvest) 

 

10.1 

This lesson departs from the format of the earlier lessons. In place of a section of conversational material we give a 

transcription of a text recorded in the 1970’s by the late Ella Grant describing the oolichan harvest in the old days. 

This text together with an English version was copied from a tape at the Kitimat Centennial Museum and has been 

copied onto the tapes for this course. The interviewer is Hein Vink, a linguist from the Netherlands who worked in 

Kitamaat in the 70’s. Our transcription is lightly edited and leaves out a few words (indicated by [...]). The English 

version by Ella Grant is not a word-for-word translation but is fairly close. With the help of the notes at the end of 

the text, and the vocabulary of this lesson (many of the words have been presented in earlier lessons) you should be 

able to understand the text. 

 

1. wiágiwa ’áqal wiágiwix̄i 

2. lánuxʷ láala’ina la qi wiagiwam̓iási 

3. látemanuxʷ gúkʷela [...] 

4. ḡelám̓isina lax̄í 

5. laal qi záxʷenax̄i gi láala 

6. delaídisis yeqsúkʷela gi láata [...] 

7. ’am̓akáp̓st̓axʷen qi begʷánemax̄i 

8. qen q̓íaemq̓amis láqiamasasi 

9. n̓aúkʷisis ḡʷiaƛás wel … t̓ex̄ina... 

10. y̓úgʷa’ina wel híl̓uatusin záxʷenax̄i 

11. gemi ḡʷail hálakap̓i 

12. λáka’ina la ḡánuƛ du q̓ágec̓ualsi qen q̓iúƛisi 

13. [...] p̓aláḡuala’in w̓aukʷs begʷánemx̄i 

14. gu’aƛáp̓ina qen q̓ínemis láqi’isi 

15. [...] t̓ex̄ina [...] p̓ála’in qen lagís qi záxʷenax̄i 

16. ’um̓ác̓esgasu’i w̓icekʷiƛ ’iw̓auw̓ic q̓ínemic baƛí 

17. wéli ḡʷáɫin qut̓aúsu qi 

18. wéli gísa’ina’i 

19. qen m̓enc̓éqs helilás 

20. lámiy̓axc̓in qi wí’esemax̄i 

21. li ’aníqa’in qen leqʷáƛc qi 

22. ’enáx̄ʷi hemgilásu 

23. wel [...] p̓ála’in ḡeḡenemáx̄i záxʷenax̄i [...] 

24. dáxʷa’ina’i le qi daúmax̄i qen cúsasi 

25. ḡwalaúsui qi gi ḡʷaɫelátela wéli λu lexʷsud ḡeḡenémi 

26. wéli lámiy̓axc̓ina xʷíqa’ina qi ƛ̓úbexʷs qi λáw̓esi 

27. qen t̓ex̄i [...] t̓ípuyac̓igila 

28. sáwatinuxʷ qi la qi ḡiálix̄i 

29. genuxʷ t̓ípud qi záxʷenax̄i 

30. lásdu qi ḡiwiaƛási wéli m̓úƛeludcuin qi 

31. gi ḡʷa’l̓s qi semgác̓i du qi t̓ípuyac̓i wi 

32. leḡʷabúdina li m̓uƛelúdin qi záxʷenax̄i 

33. galemi ḡʷaɫ m̓úƛela lanuxʷ ’áxʷa’ina qi 

34. daúdin qi ƛ̓átiax̄i 

35. ḡʷaláusunuxʷ qi gi ’agegeƛai qi ƛ̓átiax̄i 

36. lanuxʷ sákela’ins qi t̓ípuyac̓i … t̓ípudin qi záxʷenix̄i 

37. n̓auxʷs t̓ex̄i [...] t̓ípuyac̓iax̄i 

38. ḡwáɫi ... t̓ex̄i ... t̓ípudsu 

39. wéli λueláin gáx̄gusdu ƛ̓áti 
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40. λueláin ’áxʷa qi 

41. lanuxʷ galemi ḡwaɫ ’axʷa 

42. lanuxʷ cíx̄sdudina kákexλaludac̓i ’au “can” 

43. da’in t̓ísemax̄i lanuxʷ laásdudina qi 

44. qen daídx̄enta’is waɫp̓ás 

45. ’awaíy̓udina qi 

46. ḡʷáɫi wéli q̓epénc̓uasuina 

47. saw̓atis ḡigáli ḡaḡápanuxʷ t̓ex̄i... k̓ik̓aúziɫi 

48. li saksiwá’ina sakila’ins qu barrel-kelasu 

49. lidƛ k̓aúziɫax̄i sáw̓atisa gali begʷánemx̄i 

50. lanuxʷ p̓ála’in qi w̓icekʷiɫ w̓asali m̓enex̄sids helilás 

51. ’au ḡiagiwalids ’enax̄ʷi ḡʷalaúsuina 

52. ḡʷáɫemnuxʷ genuxʷ ḡwaɫ wel cúsa’in qi záxʷenia qi cúsasu 

53. ḡʷáɫin lanuxʷ n̓iá’ina’i – t̓ex̄áx̄i – denásax̄i 

54. qi cúsis záxʷen qi n̓iá’ina’i 

55. ḡwalaúsunuxʷ w̓ax̄ qi ḡʷaɫ w̓ax̄ p̓alalási p̓al záxʷeni 

56. wel q̓ʷáx̄asa’in w̓auxʷs begʷánemx̄i gusíkelasuanis 

57. la’éxc̓in w̓aúkʷax̄i kakat̓á’in t̓íxʷa 

58. ḡiálix̄i ƛ̓iasúis qu k̓ʷec̓is qi t̓ixʷix̄i la ḡiálix̄i 

59. w̓aúkʷina welids log-sila’ina weli xʷíɫa’in 

60. la látemasi leqʷelá 

61. ḡʷáɫin w̓ax̄ begʷánem weli gáx̄atusina 

62. la qic May-aicx̄i ’au ƛ̓ex’áƛela June 

63. weli gax̄ay̓axc̓in qi gaíqeli x̄a’ix̄i 

64. gaíqeli q̓át̓idix̄ʷi… gaíqeli híɫzaqʷ 

65. weli dáp̓iuin qi ’á’entasi du ɫáq̓esgiasi 

66. qen w̓anúdisi lánƛanuxʷ qi záxʷeni 

67. du qi ƛ̓áti sáx̄gesuasi 

68. w̓ax̄ ḡʷiḡʷisdalásanuxʷ ḡʷail 

69. qi zázaw̓a’iniax̄i qi 

70. w̓ásḡemiɫ wáɫdemenc qix 
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10.2 Notes on text 

General note: there are a number of places on the tape where the speaker hesitates and sometimes corrects herself. 

One marker of hesitation is the marker t̓ex̄i, which may even have endings, it seems to be halfway between 

something like “uh”, and a cover-all word like “what-you-may-call-it” or the like. The transcription leaves out some 

of these false starts. 

 

Notes are given by line numbers: [editor’s note: due to inconsistency in numbering in the original 

document, the line numbers have been revised] 

 

2: The name of the site means literally something like “spring place.” Location near the present day mouth of the 

Kitimat River. 

(*8): [This entry originally referenced line 4 but there is no line 4 in the original document] Several words in this 

text use the suffix -ap̓ meaning ‘each other.’ The analysis of the first work is ’amak- ‘reach something first’ -ap̓ 

‘each other’ -st̓axʷ ‘seem to be or do...’ -en is a short form of -a’in. (’am̓akáp̓st̓axʷen is the resulting word) 

9: The speaker starts to use the English word time, then starts over with the x̄á’islak̓ala word ḡʷiáƛas (also 

ḡʷiáƛelas). The first two words together mean: ‘sometimes’ (if or when it rains....) 

11: gemi is g- + -em + -i, -em basically means that what is being referred to has been mentioned before. The usage 

here to give the reason or explanation is very common. It corresponds exactly to the sentence “Why they do that...” 

in the q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala text. 

16: This line is about the bins used for letting the oolichans sit for a week (helilás). The general idea is: they are 

huge (-gasu (or -kasu) emphasized big size) and they are I don’t know exactly how many baƛi. baƛa means to 

measure by stretching your arms out wide, often translated as measuring ‘fathoms’ (six feet). 

30: The sequence here seems to be: the boiling is mentioned, and then there is an elaboration or explanation of how 

the boiling is done. 

31: The first word is built like this: leqʷ- ‘fire’ =abud ‘underneath’. Recall discussion of effects of suffixes in Lesson 

9, = indicates that the suffix causes voicing of the final consonant of the root. 

32: galem- is a connective meaning ‘as soon as’ or ‘when’. It works like g- and other connectives, taking regular 

subject endings. 

36: The verb sakela takes objects that are marked with his or -s (attached to the preceding word). 

36: The t̓ipuyac̓i was a long basket made from cedar bark into which the oolichans were placed to make the last 

pressing of oil from them. The root of this word and t̓ipud is t̓ip- meaning tread or step on something. 

44: The suffix -x̄enta is one of a number of suffixes that convey some general feeling or viewpoint of the speaker: 

surprise, expectedness, exasperation or the like. 

48: saksiwa gives the idea that the people came to be aware of other possibilities and then changed to using 

“barrels.” 

56: The word for potatoes is shared by a number of different NW languages. It is popularly believed to be derived 

from English “good seed.” 

67: Analysis: sax̄g- ‘want’ -su ‘-ed’ -asi ‘by them.’ 
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Spelling Key 

 

KEY: (the letters are arranged here systematically according to the kind of sound) 

 

b   babá’u    grandfather 

p   paa    lay boards 

p̓   p̓ála    to work 

d   daa    take in hand, grab 

t   taa    wade 

t̓   t̓alaús    dried fish 

z   záxʷen    oolichan 

c   cúsa    dry britƛe 

c̓   c̓úta    fresh (food) 

s   sabáyu    knife for skinning 

g   guxʷ (gukʷ)   house 

k   kála    carry in a bowl 

k̓   k̓ácan̓u    pencil 

x   xumáx̄ (-q)   nose 

gʷ   begʷánem   person 

kʷ   kʷelaá    lie down 

k̓ʷ   k̓ʷas    sit on ground 

xʷ   xʷásela    wiggle 

ḡ   ḡaax̄ (ḡaaq)   raven 

q   qáɫela    walk 

q̓   q̓ála    know 

x̄   x̄aax̄    bone 

ḡʷ   ḡʷaɫ    finished 

qʷ   qʷáqa    split 

q̓ʷ   q̓ʷása    cry 

x̄ʷ   x̄ʷísala    further to that side 

λ   λaa    split with wedge 

ƛ   ƛása    slap 

ƛ̓   ƛ̓áɫa    porpoise 

ɫ   ɫendáyu    handkerchief 

h   hása    Indian doctor (shaman) 

’   ’e’aínix    eyebrows 

m   miá    salmon 

n   nai    snow 

l   laa    go (etc.) 

m̓   m̓am̓axʷc̓uá   play basketball 

n̓   n̓án̓aq̓ʷa    dawn 

l̓   l̓il̓qá    drying berries (plural) 

w   waa    big river 

y   yápa    send on an errand 

w̓   w̓íw̓iaɫa    parents 

y̓   y̓ay̓ugʷaúɫ   rain all the time 

i   gik (gig)    tooth 

u   guxʷ (gukʷ)   house 

aa   ḡaax̄ (ḡaaq)   raven 

ai   qepaí    capsized 

au   ’aup    father 

em   ’emdém    sea-egg 
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en   ’abén    maggot 

el   ɫel    dead 

e   qepaí    capsized 

 

Marking stress (accent): 

á, etc.   him̓ás    chiefs (plural: hím̓as) 
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Summary of Endings 

 

Verb Endings, Subjects: 

 

I -(e)n / -nugʷa  p̓álan(ugʷa) henán(ugʷa) k̓un  sin / silan lan 

you -su   p̓álasu  henásu  k̓ucu  sas / ses  lasu 

you (pl) -su (+ Redup) p̓íp̓alasu  hi’enásu  k̓ucu  sas / ses  lasu 

we (incl) -nis  p̓álanis  henánis  k̓únis  sínis  lánis 

p̓íp̓alanis hi’enánis 

we (excl) -nuxw  p̓álanuxʷ henánuxʷ k̓únuxʷ  sínuxʷ  lánuxʷ 

p̓íp̓alanuxʷ hi’enánuxʷ 

s/he, it (here) -x  p̓álax  henáx  k̓úsix  sílix  lax 

s/he, it (there) -u  p̓álu  henaú  k̓úsu  sílu  lu 

s/he, it (away) -i  p̓áli  henaí  k̓úsi  síli  li 

s/he, it (gone) -ki  p̓áliki  henáki  k̓úsgi  siláki  laki 

they (here) -x  p̓íp̓alax  hi’enáx  k̓úsix (+ Redup) etc. 

they (there) -u  p̓íp̓alu  hi’enaú 

they (away) -i  p̓íp̓ali  hi’enaí 

they (gone) -ki  p̓íp̓alaki  hi’enáki 

 

(add -c for the endings -u, -i, -ki for the idea of out of sight, or imagined, or speaker’s uncertainty: -uc, -ic, -akic) 

 

qen-      Verb Endings, Objects: 

        k̓usi...   la- to me etc. 

me   qenugʷa   -enƛa  duqʷelenƛa  lanƛa 

you   qencu, qiqencu  -uƛ(a)  duqʷeluƛa  lauƛa 

us (incl)   qiqenis   -enƛanis  duqʷelenƛanis  lanƛanis 

us (excl)   qiqenuxʷ  -enƛanuxʷ duqwelenƛanuxʷ  lanƛanuxʷ 

him/her/it/them 

here   qenex, qiqenex  -’ix/-ex̄  duqʷela’ix / -’ex̄  lax, lilax 

there   qenu, qiqeau  -’u  duqʷela’u  lax̄u, lilax̄u 

away   qeni, qiqeni  -’i  duqʷela’i  lax̄i, lilax̄i 

gone   qenaki, qiqenaki  -’exgi  duqʷela’ex̄gi  Iax̄gi, lilax̄gi 

 

his- Endings (oblique objects, possessive etc): 

   k̓usi ...  here  gone  there  away 

me, my -enc  *  guxʷgenc guxʷtienc gukʷa’enc gukʷenc 

you, your -us, -eqʷs q̓ac̓ukʷus guxʷgus  guxʷtius  gukʷa’eqws gukʷus 

us, our (incl) -nis  *  guxʷganis guxʷtinis gukʷa’enis gukʷanis 

us, our (excl) -nuxʷ *  guxʷganuxʷ guxʷtinuxʷ gukʷa’enuxʷ gukʷanuxʷ 

 

*no short forms here: q̓ac̓uxʷs nugʷa, nugʷánis, nugʷánuxʷ 

him/her/it/them, his/he/its/their     there/away 

here -six  q̓ac̓uxʷsix  guxʷgasix guxʷtisix gukʷasix 

there -su  q̓ac̓uxʷsu guxʷgasu guxʷtisu  gukʷasu 

away -si  q̓ac̓uxʷsi  guxʷgasi  guxʷtisi  gukʷasi 

gone -sgi q̓ac̓uxʷsgi guxʷgasgi guxʷtisgi gukʷasgi 
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Demonstrative endings: 

here: gada  ga, qix guxʷgax̄(ga) ’um̓ac (-s-s) gukwex̄ (?) 

there: ḡuda  qu gukʷax̄u  ’um̓ac guxʷx̄u 

away: ḡida  qi gukʷax̄i /gukʷi  ’um̓ac guxʷx̄i 

gone (qiki)  qi guxʷdix̄ga  ’um̓asdis gukʷex̄ 
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Vocabulary: q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala - x̄á’islak̓ala 

 

[Number indicates lesson that the word appears in] 

 (sg = singular, pl = plural) 

 (-kʷ) indicates true spelling of the last sound of a word; Ex: x̄ʷenúxʷ (-kʷ) indicates that it’s spelled 

x̄ʷenúkʷ but is pronounced x̄ʷenúxʷ; it often keeps original spelling when a suffix is added: 

x̄ʷenúkʷenuxʷ (our [excluding you] child) 

 -[x]sukʷela indicates a suffix, it needs to be added to the end of a word; Ex: dúqʷelaxsukʷela (see a 

little bit) (“x” is put before “sukʷela” if the word that it’s being added to ends with a vowel) 

 

a bit, not: ’emái, ’imái 6 

able to: ’íku 1 

about: his, -s 7 

accompany: láaɫa 2 

accompany (pl): lámaɫa 2, 4 

added on (something added on): ḡiagiwalids 10 

again: λúela 9, 10 

again (short for λuela): λu 10 

alive: q̓ʷelá, q̓ʷíq̓ʷela 7 

all: ’agám 7 

all (that): w̓ax̄ 10 

all on the surface: ’agegeƛai 10 

also: ’ux̄ʷa 5 

American woman: Bostonax̄sem 3 

amount: w̓asali 10 

ancient: gála 10 

and: ge- (plus subject endings) 9 

and (connective): wel- + subject endings 10 

and (connects nouns): du 10 

and that’s why: gem- (+ endings) 10 

angry: kʷíxq̓a, kʷíkʷexq̓a 5 

answer (an): ’áḡalay̓u 8 

answer (question): ’áḡala, ’i’áḡala 8 

as soon as: galem- 

ask (a question): humá, hu’emá 8 

as: li- + subject endings 9 

at: la, l 3 

at all, not: ’emaí, ’imaí 6 

aunt (father's sister): ’enís, ’i’enís 6 

basket for pressing oolichans: t̓ípuyac̓i 10 

be of a certain kind: ḡʷaíla 8 

beaver: qulún 8 

Beaver (clan, tribe): gecaúqʷ, gigecaúqʷ 8 

believe: ’úq̓ʷa, ’ú’eq̓ʷa 8 

bentwood box: k̓aúziɫ, k̓ik̓aúziɫ 10 

big, really: ’úm̓as 

big thing: ’um̓ác̓esgasu 10 

bird: c̓ik̓ʷ 2 

black bear: t̓ixʷa 8 

Blackfish (clan, tribe): hélx̄’inix̄ʷ, hel’ex̄’inix̄ʷ 

boil: m̓úƛela 9 

boil something: m̓uƛilúd 10 

boiled: m̓úƛeludcu 10 

bridge: t̓exáw̓ia 7 

brother (man’s): m̓enaísut, m̓ím̓enaisut 7 

brother (woman’s): w̓aq̓ʷá, w̓íw̓aq̓ʷa 7 

but (connective): wel- + subject endings 10 

buy: ƛ̓iá, ƛ̓iƛ̓iá 4 

by: his, -s 7 

called: -kelasu 2 

called (= -kelasu): -λi/-ƛi 10 

camp: leqʷelá 10 

campfire: leqʷá 10 

can (may, be able to): ’íku 1 

canoe: gélw̓a 3 

canoe-builder: x̄esilaínix̄ʷ 3 

carry (in a bowl): kála 2 

catch: láqia 10 

catch: láqiamas 9 

cedar bark strips: denás 10 

chair: k̓ʷáxdema 2 

charcoal stick: k̓ácan̓u 2 

chief: hím̓as 1 

chiefs: him̓ás 4 

child: x̄ʷenúxʷ (-kʷ) 6 

children: sásem 6 

close: n̓exʷála, n̓in̓exʷála 7 

close (outside): n̓exʷaláls, n̓in̓exʷaláls 7 

come: ḡas 3 

come along: gáx̄aɫa 4 

come along (pl): gámex̄aɫa 4 

come away: gax̄ay̓axc̓in 10 

come down channel: gáx̄atusina 10 

come downriver: gáx̄atusina 10 

come from: gaíqela 1 

come from (pl): gigaíqela 4 

come in: gáx̄’iɫ 1 

come in (pl): gáx̄emiɫ 4 

come to be aware of something: saksiwá 10 

come to harm: yálekʷa 1 

come up: gáx̄gusdu 10 

come up (time for something): lásdu 10 

completed: ḡʷaɫ 5 

condition: ḡʷiḡʷisdalás 10 
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container or bin for rendering oolichans: semgác̓i 10 

cooked: hemgilásu 10 

correct: q̓apá 2 

correct (pl): q̓aq̓apá 2, 4 

co-resident: gúkʷelut 3 

crabapple: cíx̄ʷa 2 

crow: k̓ánqas 8 

day: q̓ágec̓uals 10 

daytime: q̓ágec̓uals 10 

different, do something different for a change: 

lexʷsud 10 

dissuss: bek̓ʷála 5 

do in a certain way: ḡʷáila 8 

do, do thus, do like that: ḡʷail 10 

dog: w̓ac̓ 1 

doing: ḡʷailás 1 

don’t (command form): k̓éci 1 

don’t know how (much): w̓icekʷiƛ 10 

down channel: x̄á’is 9, 10 

down river: x̄á’is 9, 10 

do not: k̓uu 1 

dry (to dry): cúsa 10 

dump or pour into container or enclosed space: 

q̓epénc̓ua 10 

each: ’agám 7 

Eagle: ’íksduqʷia, ’í’iksduqʷia 8 

early: gála 10 

either (with negative): ’úx̄ʷa 5 

elder (man): nuáqela, ninuáqela 6 

elder (woman): ɫek̓ʷáni, ɫílek̓ʷani 6 

end (of village): ’ubáls 7 

end, The End (traditional end of story): w̓ásḡemiɫ 10 

English, talk English: q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala 1 

enter (pl): lama’aíɫ 4 

enter (pl): gáx̄emiɫ 4 

equal in size to something: ’iw̓áuw̓is 10 

evening: ḡánuɫ 10 

every: ’agám 7 

exchange: w̓anúd 10 

extent: w̓asali 10 

extract oil: sémka 9 

family: ’uísda 7 

father: ’aup 2 

fathers: ’í’aup 2, 4 

fathom (measurement): baƛí 10 

fellow villager: gúkʷelut 3 

female: ḡeném 7 

female elder: ɫek̓ʷáni, ɫíɫek̓ʷani 6 

filled: qut̓áusu 10 

find (what you are looking for): q̓aká, q̓aq̓ekaá 6 

fine: ’ix (-k) 1 

finish: ḡʷaláusu 10 

finished: ḡʷaɫ 5 

finished on the beach: ḡʷális 5 

fire: leqʷá 10 

fire: leqʷelá 10 

firewood (go for): ’aníqa’in 10 

first part (quarter) of month: ƛ̓ex’áƛela 10 

fish: miá 8 

fish for salmon: mámia 8 

fish with a line and hook: t̓epá 2 

fish with a line and hook (pl): t̓ít̓epa 4 

fish with a net: λáka 9 

flavour: waɫp̓ás 10 

for: qen 

forget: ƛ̓elísda 1 

former(ly): -guɫ 8 

for: gem- (+ endings) 10 

friend: m̓áyaɫa 3 

gather: saík̓ʷa 10 

gear: p̓áksan̓u 9 

get: láqia 10 

get: láqiamas 9 

get or catch a lot: q̓iúƛ 10 

get out or off (boat, bus, car): la’úɫdua 4 

get out or off (boat, bus, car) (pl): lámuɫdua 4 

give: daid 10 

give advice: t̓et̓eqilá, t̓i’et̓eqilá 8 

glad: ’ik̓aíqela, ’í’ik̓aiqela 9 

go across (the bay): láw̓is 2 

go across (pl): lámaw̓is 4 

go after: saík̓ʷa 10 

go along with: láaɫa 2 

go along with (pl): lámaɫa 2, 4 

go away: lá’exc̓i 2 

go away (pl): lámiy̓axc̓i 4 

go fast: yexsúkʷela 10 

go fishing with a line and hook: t̓epánuma 2 

go for firewood: ’aníqa’in 10 

go home: laín̓axʷ (-kʷ) 4 

go home (pl): lámin̓axʷ (-kʷ) 4 

go in: la’áiɫ 1 

go in (pl): lama’aíɫ 4 

go to: -[g]ila 3 

go to town (across): láw̓is 2 

go trolling: t̓epánuma 2 

go where?: w̓ix’íd 2 

good: ’ix (-k) 1 

good (pl of ’ix/’ik-): ’íɫek 4 

good-tasting: ’íxp̓a 9 

grandchild: c̓úxʷλema, c̓úc̓exʷλema 7 

grandfather: babá’u 1 

grandmother: mamá’u 1 

grandparent: ḡáḡap, ḡa’eḡáp 7 
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grease: ƛ̓áti 9, 10 

great-grandchild: c̓úxʷλemax’id, c̓úc̓exʷλemax’id 7 

great-grandparent: ḡáḡap̓id, ḡa’eḡáp̓id 7 

grow (plants): q̓ʷáx̄asa’in 10 

guess: kúta 1 

guess: kakut̓a, ká’ekut̓a 8 

guess (pl): kikúta 4 

Haisla language, talk Haisla: x̄á’islak̓ala 1 

handlog: log-sila’ina 10 

hang up: dáxʷa 10 

happy: ’ik̓aíqela, í’ik̓aiqela 9 

Hartley Bay: q̓át̓idix̄ʷ 10 

harvest oolichan: zázaw̓a 9 

have an accident: yálekʷa 1 

have children: sasemzád 7 

have children: sásemnuxʷ (-kʷ) 7 

hear: qaútela, qíqautela 6 

help: gu’áƛa 3 

help (pl): gígu’aƛa 3, 4 

help each other: gu’aƛáp̓ 10 

her (to her) (gone): lax̄gi 6 

her (to her) (near me): lax 6 

her (to her) (near you): lax̄u 6 

her (to her) (remote): lax̄i 6 

her(s): ’esa- (’esa’i etc.) 7 

here: gáda 1 

herring eggs: ’á’ent 10 

hide (of animal): k̓ʷec̓ 10 

him (to him) (gone): lax̄gi 6 

him (to him) (near me): lax 6 

him (to him) (near you): lax̄u 6 

him (to him) (remote): lax̄i 6 

his: ’esa- (’esa’i etc.) 7 

hit the mark: q̓apá 2 

hit the mark (pl): q̓aq̓apá 2, 4 

Hi: ya’uc̓ 1 

house: guxʷ (-kʷ) 3 

houses (pl): gú’eɫexʷ (-kʷ) 3, 4 

huge thing: ’um̓ác̓esgasu 10 

human: begʷánem 1 

humans: bíbegʷanem 4 

humongous: ḡʷeyém / ḡʷey̓ém 5 

hunt: saík̓ʷa 10 

hunt: kakat̓a 10 

hurt (be hurt): yálekʷa 1 

husband: ɫáw̓elem, ɫiláw̓elem 7 

I: núgʷa 1 

idea: nuáqi 6 

if: ’inaxʷ- (+ endings) 9 

if: ’enax̄ʷ- 10 

implement: p̓áksan̓u 9 

in: la, l 3 

it (to it) (gone): lax̄gi 6 

it (to it) (near me): lax 6 

it (to it) (near you): lax̄u 6 

it (to it) (remote): lax̄i 6 

its: ’esa- (’esa’i etc.) 7 

Kemano/Kitlope people and place: x̄enáksiala 1 

killerwhale: hélx̄’inix̄ʷ, hél’ex̄’inix̄ʷ 

Killerwhale (clan, tribe): hélx̄’inix̄ʷ, 

hél’ex̄’inix̄ʷ 

king: hím̓as 1 

Kitlope/Kemano people and place: x̄enáksiala 1 

Kitlope Valley: x̄esduáxʷ (-kʷ) 1 

know: q̓ála 1 

know (pl): q̓iq̓ála 1, 4 

lady chief: múziɫ 4 

lady chiefs: músmeziɫ 4 

late (deceased): -uɫ 

leather: k̓ʷec̓ 10 

leave: lá’exc̓i 2 

leave (pl): lámiy̓axc̓i 4 

let’s: wísenis 1 

like that: ḡʷaíla 8 

listen attentively: qaqawat̓aá 6 

little: ’emaí, ’imaí 6 

little, a little: [x]-sukʷela 9 

live: q̓ʷelá, q̓ʷíqw̓ela 7 

live alone: n̓áwiɫem, n̓áxn̓awiɫem 7 

live (inhabit): gúkʷela, gúgukʷela 7 

logging camp: leqʷelá 10 

long (time): ḡiála 7 

long time ago: ḡiála 10 

look: dúqʷa 3 

look for: n̓aká, n̓an̓eká 6 

lot, a real lot: q̓ínemq̓amis 10 

lots, a lot: q̓ínemis 10 

make: -[g]ila 3 

make a canoe: gélw̓agila 3 

make a canoe: x̄esilá 5 

make fire underneath something: leḡʷabúd 10 

male elder: nuáqela, ninuáqela 6 

male: wísem, wí’esem 5 

man: wísem, wí’esem 5 

matriarch: múziɫ 4 

may: ’íku 1 

me, be me: núgʷa 1 

me (to me): lanƛa 6 

measurement made by spread arms: baƛí 6 

mind: nuáqi 6 

mine: nis 7 

mink: kʷen̓ax̄ (-q) 5 

mother: ’ebúxʷ 2 

mothers: ’íbúxʷ (-kʷ) 4 
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mouth (of river or bay): ’úx̄ʷλa 9 

much: q̓ínemis 10 

my: nis 7 

name: duént 1 

near: n̓exʷála, n̓in̓exʷála 7 

near (outside): n̓exʷaláls, n̓in̓exʷaláls 7 

nephew: λú’el (λúe’l), λuλá’el 7 

niece: λú’el (λúe’l), λuλá’el 7 

night: ḡánuɫ 10 

no: k̓uu 1 

not: k̓es- 5 

not: k̓uu 1 

now: ’isλám 3 

nowadays: ’isλám 3 

obtain: láqiamas 9 

obtain: láqia 10 

of: his, -s 7 

offspring (sg): x̄ʷenúxʷ (-kʷ) 6 

offspring (pl): sásem 6 

okay: wa 1 

old (time): gala 10 

old times: ḡiála 10 

older man: nuáqela, ninuáqela 6 

older woman: ɫek̓ʷáni, ɫílek̓ʷáni 6 

once more: λúela 9, 10 

one: m̓enc̓eqs 10 

one: m̓enex̄sids 10 

one (person): n̓auxʷ (-kʷ) 7 

oolichan: záxʷen 2 

Oolichan Camp: wiagiwam̓iás 10 

oolichan harvest: zázaw̓a’ini 10 

oolichan oil: ƛ̓áti 10 

oolichan rendering box: semgác̓i 9 

or: ’au 10 

orca: hélx̄’inix̄ʷ, hél’ex̄’inix̄ʷ 8 

originate at: gaíqela 1 

originate (pl): gigaíqela 4 

other: w̓auxʷ (-kʷ) 3, 10 

our(s) (excl): nísanuxʷ 7 

our(s) (incl): nísanis 

outspeed one another: hálakáp̓ 10 

own: genc 3 

paddle (verb): ƛáka 2 

paddle (pl): ƛiƛáka 4 

parents: w̓íw̓iaɫa 7 

parents: w̓aw̓ex̄ʷk̓ʷawá 7 

past: -uɫ 8 

past: -guɫ 8 

pencil: k̓ácan̓u 2 

people: bíbegʷanem 4 

person: begʷánem 1 

person that’s always asking questions: húmec̓ua, 

hihúmec̓ua 8 

pig: (from Chinook Jargon) gʷasaú 5 

pot: káxλaludac̓i, kákexλaludac̓i 10 

potatoes: gusí 10 

prepare: ḡʷalaúsu 10 

prepared: ḡʷa’l̓s 10 

present (time): ’isλám 3 

press out oil: t̓ípud 10 

presumably, I think: -x̄enta 10 

process (many meanings): ḡʷailás 1 

pull roots from ground: xʷíqa, xʷíxʷeqa 10 

put hot rocks into water or liquid: cíx̄sdud 10 

put into a closed space or container: lác̓ua, lamac̓ua 

9 

put into water or liquid: laásdud 10 

put on the ground: lagís 10 

put onto the ground: gísa 10 

put something up on a rack or structure: ḡʷaɫelátela 

10 

race: hálakap̓ 10 

racing (seem to be): ’am̓akáp̓st̓axʷ 10 

rain: y̓úgʷa 10 

raven: ḡaax̄ (-q) 3, 8 

Raven (clan, tribe): ḡáq̓inix̄ʷ, ḡiḡáq̓inix̄ʷ 8 

ready (outdoors): ḡʷa’l̓s 10 

ready (on beach): ḡʷális 5 

really: delaíd 10 

relate (tell): dútiɫa, dúdetiɫela 7 

relatives: w̓aw̓ex̄ʷk̓ʷawá 7 

render oolichans: sémka 9 

reside: gúkʷela, gúgukʷela 7 

result: ḡʷiḡʷisdalás 10 

right: q̓apá 2 

right (pl): q̓aq̓apá 2, 4 

river: waa 9 

rock: t̓ísem 10 

root (of tree): ƛ̓úbexʷ (-kʷ) 10 

sad: y̓ák̓iqela, y̓á’ik̓iqela 9 

salmon: miá 8 

Salmon (clan, tribe): miaínix̄ʷ, mímiainix̄ʷ 8 

say something: hiláqʷa 5 

search for: n̓aká, n̓an̓eká 6 

seaweed (edible): ɫáq̓esg 10 

see: dúqʷela 1 

see (pl): dúdeqʷela 4 

seem to be racing: ’am̓akáp̓st̓axʷ 10 

settle (let): ’awaíyud 10 

silent, be silent: zíqa, zízeqa 5 

sing (pl): hená 4 

sing (pl): hi’ená 4 

sister (man’s): w̓aq̓ʷá, w̓íw̓aq̓ʷa 7 
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sister (woman’s): m̓enaísut, m̓ím̓enaisut 7 

sit down inside: k̓ʷá’iɫ 1 

sit indoors (pl): k̓ʷik̓ʷá’iɫ 4 

size: w̓ásali 10 

skim: ’awaíyud 10 

skim grease or anything off surface of liquid: ’áxʷa 

10 

skin (of animal): k̓ʷec̓ 10 

slightly: [x]-sukʷela 9 

small: ’emaí, ’imaí 6 

snow: k̓ʷísa 5 

sold, be sold: ƛ̓iásu 

some: w̓auxʷ (-kʷ) 3, 10 

some time ago: -guɫ 8 

sour: cíx̄ʷa 2 

south: x̄á’is 9, 10 

speak: hiláqʷa 5 

speak: bek̓ʷála 5 

speed: yexsúkʷela 10 

spring season: wiágiwa 10 

Spring Village: wiagiwam̓iás 10 

sticks for hanging up oolichans to dry: daum 10 

stone: t̓ísem 10 

stop talking: zíqa, zízeqa 5 

store: ƛ̓i’elás 4 

string something up: n̓iá 10 

Sunday (time of rest): helilás 10 

surroundings: ’uísda 7 

take: da 10 

take along: dáp̓iu, dámep̓iu 6 

take out: daúd 10 

talk: bekw̓ála 5 

taste bad: y̓éxʷp̓a 9 

teach: t̓et̓eqilá, t̓i’et̓eqilá 8 

tell: dútiɫa, dúdetiɫela 

that: ḡída 3 

that: ḡíden̓a 3 

that (near you): ḡúda 3 

that (near you = ḡúda): ḡúden̓a 3 

that (near you): qu 3 

that (was here, gone now): qiki 3 

that, the: qi 3 

that which: w̓ax̄ 10 

the harvesting of oolichans: zázaw̓a’ini 10 

their(s): ’ísa- (’isa’i etc.) 7 

them (to them) (just gone): liláx̄gi 6 

them (to them) (near me): liláx 6 

them (to them) (near you): liláx̄u 6 

them (to them) (remote): liláx̄i 6 

things said: wáɫdem 10 

think: kúta 1 

this (near me): ga 3 

this (near me = gáda): gáden̓a 3 

this (remote): ḡída 3 

this (remote = ḡída): ḡíden̓a 3 

thoughts: nuáqi 6 

time: ḡʷiaƛás 10 

to: la, l 3 

think (pl): kikúta 4 

this: gáda 1 

this (near me): qix (qik) 3 

to (do something) (and other uses): qen 8 

today: ’isλám 3 

tomorrow: ɫánsλac 5 

too: ’úx̄ʷa 5 

tool: p̓áksan̓u 9 

trade: w̓anúd, w̓aw̓anúd 9, 10 

travel by water (pl): ƛiƛáka 4 

tree or standing up outside: λáw̓es 2 

troll: t̓epá 2 

troll (pl): t̓ít̓epá 4 

try to find out: kakút̓a, ká’ekut̓a 8 

try to shoot (with a gun): kakat̓á 10 

trying to be first, seem to be: ’am̓akáp̓st̓axʷ 10 

Tsimshian (Coast Tsimshian): gʷítela 3 

Tsimshian woman: gʷítelax̄sem 3 

two (people): ma’eláuxʷ (-kʷ) 7 

uh (hesitation form): t̓ex̄í 10 

uncle (mother's brother): x̄ʷeɫáp, x̄ʷix̄ʷeɫáp 5 

understand (language): qaútela, qíqautela 6 

unhappy: y̓ák̓iqela, y̓á’ik̓iqela 9 

us (to us) (incl): lánƛanis 6 

us (to us) (excl): lánƛanuxʷ 6 

use (used with his / -s [by, of, about]): sákela 10 

use (used with his / -s [by, of, about]): sáw̓ati 10 

very: delaíd 10 

very: ’úm̓as 5 

very much: q̓ínemq̓amis 10 

village: gúxʷdema 3 

wait (pl) on beach: ḡelám̓isi 10 

wake someone up: gʷiá, gʷigʷiá 5 

walk: qáɫela 1 

want: sax̄g, sáy̓ex̄g 10 

want to do something (qen): sax̄g, sáy̓ex̄g 9 

wanted, be wanted: sáx̄gesu 10 

wash down river: híl̓uatus 10 

way things are or turn out: ḡʷiḡʷisdalás 10 

way of being: ḡʷailás 8 

week (old usage): helilás 10 

well: wa 1 

whale: ḡʷeyém, ḡʷey̓ém 5 

what?: m̓aas 1 

what (called what?): ’engʷáƛ- 1 

what (did you say): m̓ai 2 
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what did you say? Pardon?: m̓aísgas 2 

what is it?: w̓aíla 1 

what is the matter with...?: w̓aíla 1 

what...said: wáɫdem 10 

what tribe (clan): m̓áy̓inix̄ʷ 8 

when: ’enax̄ʷ - 10 

when: galem- 10 

when: ge- (plus subject endings) 9 

when: ’inaxʷ- (+ endings) 9 

when: li- (plus subject endings) 9 

when: w̓iláqʷ- 5 

where: w̓ílaa 2 

where...come from?: w̓igaíqela 1 

where (something is or happens): látem 10 

white person’s language: q̓ʷémksiwak̓ala 1 

white woman: q̓ʷémksiwax̄sem 3 

who: ’éngʷa 1 

who (pl): ’i’engʷá, ’i’engʷí 4 

whose?: m̓as- 3 

wife: ḡeném 

wolf (Kitamaat): ƛ̓ásiagʷemix 2 

wolf (Kitlope): hec̓íkʷ 2 

woman: ḡeném 1 

woman of high rank: múziɫ 4 

women of high rank: músmeziɫ 4 

woman from…of: -ax̄sem 3 

women: ḡeḡeném 4 

words: wáɫdem 10 

work: p̓ála 1 

work (pl): p̓íp̓ala 4 

work together: p̓aláḡuala 10 

yes: ’nná (’enná) 1 

you, be you: yeqsú, yiyeqsú 6 

you (to you): láuƛa 6 

young person: x̄ábexʷ (-kʷ), x̄e’ábexʷ, x̄íx̄abexʷ 6 

your(s): qaus, qíqus 7 

youth: x̄ábexʷ (-kʷ), x̄e’ábexʷ, x̄i’x̄ábexʷ 6

 


